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1

Introduction

1.1

What is Moving Cambridge?

Moving Cambridge is the City of Cambridge’s new Transportation Master Plan
(TMP) to support the movement of people and goods within and through
Cambridge to the year 2041. Moving Cambridge defines and prioritizes a
transportation system that supports all travel modes – walking, cycling, transit
and autos, and reduces dependency on single occupant vehicle trips. It
responds to the City’s vision, direction and goals to support efficient movement
of people and goods within Cambridge.

1.2

Why was the Plan Prepared?

This is the City’s first Transportation Master Plan. The TMP is a tool and a policy
that guides the City’s investment in transportation to support growth and to help
shape Cambridge towards its vision. The TMP also provides the need,
justification, and preliminary planning for City investments such as road
May 31, 2019
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improvements and expansion of the walking and cycling network. Policies cover
a diverse range of topics including safety, traffic calming, maintenance, policies
on coordinating transportation with the Region of Waterloo (who operate transit
and major arterials), and parking. This TMP also considers the long term 2041
horizon, both with regards to the shape of the network, and also in the way
travel may change with changes in demographics, travel trends, and new
technologies including connected and autonomous vehicles.

1.3

How was the Plan Prepared?

Moving Cambridge was prepared by a Steering Committee of representatives of
Cambridge City Council, City staff, and Region of Waterloo staff, with IBI Group
as their consultant. Their work was directed by a study Terms of Reference
developed by the City dated March 11, 2016.
The general public, stakeholders, and involved external agencies had a number
of opportunities to provide input and feedback in developing Moving Cambridge.
Notices were sent to stakeholders, agencies, and First Nations. A study web site
was set up for public input and linked to Engage Cambridge, the City’s online
public engagement forum, where questions were posted relating to Moving
Cambridge.
Three public information centres (PIC) were held for general public attendance
and input:


PIC #1 – September 21, 2016, Cambridge Centre Mall;



PIC #2 – September 12, 2017, Cambridge Idea Exchange (public
library); and



PIC #3 – March 7, 2018, Cambridge City Hall.

Materials from these three consultation events are included in Appendix A –
Consultation Summary Report.

Environmental Assessment Compliance
Moving Cambridge was prepared in conformance to the master planning
process of the provincial Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA)
process. Phase 1 of the process broadly establishes the problems and
opportunities of the City’s transportation system to 2041 (see Appendix B –
Needs and Opportunities Assessment). Phase 2 then selects preferred
transportation planning solutions to address these problems and opportunities
(see Appendix C – Network Assessment). Future phases 3 and 4 of the process
provide further analysis for solutions involving major construction and must be
followed before major projects can be implemented.
May 31, 2019
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What we heard from the public:


Concerns about congestion at key locations such as Hespeler Road, King
Street, Franklin Boulevard, and Water Street.



Support for a new plan to encourage walking, cycling, and transit.



Support for the plan’s vision and goals.



Comments about access to Highway 401 and the Emergency Detour Route.



Comments in support of, and comments of concern with, ION Stage 2.



A desire to promote healthy transportation choices such as walking and
cycling to school.



Concerns with heavy truck impacts on sensitive areas of the City such as
Downtown Cambridge, and support for the goods movement
recommendations of the plan.



Concerns with gaps in the cycling network making it difficult to travel, and
desire for improved winter maintenance.



Some concerns but overall broad support for the plan as presented at PIC #3.

May 31, 2019
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1.4

Vision and Goals

The vision for Moving Cambridge sets the stage for this transportation master
plan. It has been developed with input from the public and the steering
committee, and is detailed as follows:


Support long-term, efficient movement of people and goods in
association with the Region of Waterloo Transportation Master Plan;



Align transportation planning with the City’s vision for sustainable
growth and efficient infrastructure to the year 2041;



Integrate the Cambridge Corporate Sustainability Plan’s four pillars of
sustainability – cultural, economic, environmental, and social – into
long-term transportation planning;



Develop a transportation planning framework that lends towards
developing transit and active transportation supportive communities,
accessible and pedestrian-friendly streets, and allow for better
integration of travel modes; and



Improve roadway travel through design and traffic management.

To reach this vision by 2041 and to assess decisions made through the
development of Moving Cambridge, four goals were incorporated from the
Cambridge Strategic Plan (2016–2019). These goals were used to evaluate
projects within the City of Cambridge:

May 31, 2019



Support alternative modes of travel to help people move within and
beyond the city without relying on the automobile;



Work with the Region of Waterloo and other partners to better
coordinate the planning, communication and delivery of transportation
infrastructure in Cambridge;



Provide innovative leadership in the management of city assets to
help plan, fund and maintain city assets in a sustainable way; and



Continue to improve the accessibility of all built infrastructure.
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2

Current Transportation Context and
Conditions

This section describes the current transportation context in the City of
Cambridge, including an overview of the key factors that influence the city’s
transportation networks, as well as an overview of the road, active
transportation, and transit networks. In addition, this section highlights a number
of population, employment, land use, and transportation trends that influence the
development of Moving Cambridge, and a set of important priorities and policies.

2.1

Network Context

The transportation network in Cambridge has been influenced by four main
factors; the city’s historic form, prominent natural features, the city’s strategic
location, and transportation network investment decisions.

May 31, 2019
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Historic Form
The City of Cambridge was formed on January 1, 1973 through the
amalgamation of the communities of Galt (now referred to as Downtown
Cambridge), Preston, Hespeler, and Blair, each of which is shown in Exhibit 2.2.
While each community has its own unique transportation network, consisting
mainly of roads, sidewalks, and trails, much of the transportation network in
Cambridge serves to connect these four communities and other newly
developed areas.

Natural Features
The two most prominent natural features in Cambridge are the Grand River and
the Speed River, which form part of the city’s natural heritage system. These
rivers have served to constrain development in the four communities that make
up the city, but have also shaped the city’s transportation network based on the
strategic location of river crossings, such as the Main Street Bridge over the
Grand River shown in Exhibit 2.1. Today, there are a total of seven road and
pedestrian bridges crossing the Grand and Speed Rivers; four are in Downtown
Cambridge (including one pedestrian only bridge), one is in Blair, one is in
Preston, and one is in Hespeler. The rivers and river crossings are shown in
Exhibit 2.2.
One of the main transportation planning challenges for both the City and Region
is to ensure there is adequate river crossing capacity to meet growing traffic
demands. River crossing capacity is noted as a concern of residents and City
Council based on input provided during development of Moving Cambridge.
Exhibit 2.1: Main Street Bridge over the Grand River in Downtown Cambridge

May 31, 2019
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Strategic Location
With respect to goods movement, the City of Cambridge has a strategic and
advantageous location in Waterloo Region. Highway 401, a critical
transportation corridor in southern Ontario, helps connect Cambridge with other
municipalities in Ontario (including Toronto, London, Kingston, and Windsor),
Quebec (Montreal) and the United States (Detroit). Cambridge is also connected
to Hamilton and Kitchener via Highway 8, and to Brantford via Highway 24.
While these major corridors are beneficial for Cambridge’s economy, they can
lead to an influx of heavy/commercial vehicle activity through the city that may
pose challenges for other modes of travel.
In addition to highway connections, Cambridge is also strategically located for
rail service. The Canadian Pacific (CP) Railway’s Galt Subdivision runs through
the city in the northern part of Downtown Cambridge (Galt). Much like Highway
401, this line connects Cambridge with Windsor, Toronto, and Montreal. A
second rail line, the Waterloo Subdivision, is also owned and operated by CP
and connects the Galt Subdivision in Cambridge to the Canadian National (CN)
Railway Guelph Subdivision in Kitchener. The third rail line serving Cambridge is
the Fergus Subdivision, which is owned and operated by CN and connects
Cambridge to the City of Guelph.
Finally, the Region of Waterloo International Airport (YKF) is located north of
Cambridge in the Township of Woolwich. This airport is a full-service facility
supporting commercial, corporate, and general aviation, with regularly
scheduled flights to Calgary (daily, provided by WestJet) and Toronto (daily,
provided by FlyGTA). The airport is owned and operated by the Region and is
classified as an Airport of Entry by the Canadian Border Services Agency.
The main highways, railways, and airport serving Cambridge are shown in
Exhibit 2.2.

May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 2.2: Cambridge Network Context Map

Data Source: Region of Waterloo Open Data, 2018
May 31, 2019
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Regional and Provincial Investment
Transportation in Cambridge is also influenced by infrastructure investments at
the regional and provincial levels. As of 2018, the Ministry of Transportation is
widening Highway 401 through Cambridge and Kitchener from six lanes to ten
lanes. Additionally, the Region of Waterloo recently completed a number of road
projects, including:


Grade separation of Hespeler Road over the Canadian Pacific (CP)
railway;



Replacing intersections with roundabouts on Franklin Boulevard;



Improving Townline Road;



Constructing Can-Amera Parkway;



Reconstructing the Fountain Street Bridge in Blair; and



Improving the Shantz Hill/Fountain Street/King Street corridor in
Preston.

At the same time, the Region has improved transit service in Cambridge through
the addition of new and extended iXpress and local transit routes. The
forthcoming ION Rapid Transit corridor will also serve Cambridge, initially via
adapted Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service from the Ainslie Street Transit
Terminal in Downtown Cambridge to Fairview Park Mall in Kitchener. ION
service will continue north from Fairview Park Mall to Conestoga Mall in
Waterloo as Light Rail Transit (LRT), providing connections between the three
cities.
Investment in Cambridge’s Active Transportation (AT) network has primarily
been guided by the Bikeway Network Master Plan (2008) and the Trails Master
Plan (2010). The Region’s Active Transportation Master Plan (2014) has
similarly guided investment in AT corridors that are located on regional roads.

2.2

Current Transportation Network

The current transportation network in the City of Cambridge consists of four
main layers; the road network, the goods movement network, the active
transportation network, and the transit network. Each of these networks has
components under the City’s jurisdiction, as well as parts under the jurisdiction
of the Region of Waterloo or the Province.

Road Network
The existing road network in the City of Cambridge includes provincial, regional,
and municipal roads, all of which are shown in Exhibit 2.3. Provincial roads
May 31, 2019
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consist of three major highways, specifically Highway 401, Highway 8, and
Highway 24. There are many more regional roads in the City, including Hespeler
Road, Fountain Street, Maple Grove Road, Franklin Boulevard, Coronation
Boulevard, Can-Amera Parkway, Dundas Street, and Main Street. Municipal
roads in Cambridge are classified as either arterial roads, collector roads, or
local roads, in decreasing order of size and capacity. Major municipal roads
include Speedsville Road, Avenue Road, Blair Road, and Blenheim Road.
Exhibit 2.4 and the following list show major roadway capacity enhancement and
improvement projects within the Cambridge road network that have been
recently completed or have Class EA approval. Roadway reconstruction projects
that maintain existing road capacity (i.e., travel lanes, intersection operations)
are not included.
Region of Waterloo Projects:


Maple Grove Road, Cherry Blossom Road to Fountain Street N;



Fountain Street, Blair Road Roundabout to Limerick Road (underway);



Hespeler Road/CPR Overpass, Dundas Street to Avenue Road;



Cedar Street, Osborne Street to City Boundary;



St. Andrews Street, Grand Avenue S to City Boundary;



South Boundary Road, Water Street S to Highway 8;



Shantz Hill Road / Fountain Street / King Street; and



Franklin Blvd. Roundabouts, Main Street, Savage Drive, Clyde Road,
Bishop Street, Sheldon Drive, Pinebush Road.

City of Cambridge Projects:


Queen Street, Tannery Street, and Cooper Street in Hespeler;



Sheldon Drive, Franklin Boulevard to Conestoga Boulevard; and



Blackbridge Road / Townline Road.

Current traffic conditions are described further in Section 5 of this report.
Generally, the city’s roads operate well; however, there are a number of
congested areas or streets such as in Downtown Cambridge, Hespeler, and
Preston, some bottlenecks such as the river crossings or accesses to Highway
401, and some parts of the city’s road network that require improvements or
widening such as areas serving new developments. With city collector roads at
or near capacity, growth in traffic from new developments may pass the tipping
point in some areas leading to more congestion. It is also noted that goods
movement is a concern for the road network with heavy trucks travelling through
Downtown Cambridge. These issues will be explored further in Section 5.
May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 2.3: Existing Cambridge Road Network

Data Source: Cambridge Official Plan (2012)
May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 2.4: Recent/Current Roadway Capacity Enhancement Projects

Data Source: City of Cambridge, 2018
May 31, 2019
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Goods Movement Network
The goods movement network in the City of Cambridge consists primarily of a
truck route network, but also includes three rail corridors. As noted in Section
2.1, the three rail corridors are the CP Galt Subdivision, the CP Waterloo
Subdivision, and the CN Fergus Subdivision. These railways provide important
freight connections to local destinations including Kitchener and Guelph, but
also to major hubs and gateways such as Toronto, Montreal, and Windsor. The
three rail corridors in Cambridge are shown in Exhibit 2.5.
The main component of the City’s goods movement network is the truck route
network, which includes routes on both designated regional and city roads.
Exhibit 2.5 shows that most truck routes on city roads are located in employment
or industrial areas, notably south of Highway 401 between Industrial Road and
Townline Road. Other considerations for the Cambridge truck route network
include serving core areas and connecting regional truck routes, namely via
Queen Street West and Jamieson Parkway in Hespeler.
While truck routes generally avoid travel through sensitive areas of the city, the
King Street/Coronation Boulevard corridor through Preston and the Water
Street/Ainslie Street corridor through Downtown Cambridge are exceptions.
These corridors provide continuous arterial connections to other municipalities
including Kitchener, Hamilton, and Brantford, as well as direct connections to
Highway 401 and Highway 8. Based on observations and input from the Preston
BIA, truck traffic along King Street is not a major concern, but truck traffic along
Water Street and Ainslie Street creates more significant congestion, delays, and
safety concerns for Downtown Cambridge. Further, a lack of continuity on some
regional and city truck routes may limit their use or lead drivers to use roads
outside the truck route network for parts of their trips.

May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 2.5: Existing Cambridge Goods Movement Network

Data Source: Cambridge Official Plan (2012)
May 31, 2019
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Active Transportation Network
The City of Cambridge has a comprehensive active transportation (AT) network
that supports walking, cycling, and other active travel throughout the city. This
network consists primarily of on-street cycling facilities (e.g. bicycle lanes, paved
shoulders, shared lanes) and trails (including multi-use paths). Since 2008, the
City of Cambridge and the Region of Waterloo have significantly expanded the
cycling network in Cambridge. Through plans such as the 2008 Cambridge Bike
Plan, 2010 Cambridge Trails Plan, and 2014 Region of Waterloo Active
Transportation Master Plan, the city’s cycling network has grown from 83 km in
2008 to 234 km in 2018. Today, the cycling network consists of 134 km of onstreet cycling facilities and 100 km of trails as shown in Exhibit 2.6.
Exhibit 2.6: Summary of Existing, Committed, and Planned Cambridge AT Network
Network Type
On-Road
Trails

Committed/Under
Existing
Construction
Planned
134 km
7 km
100 km
10 km

Total
83 km
24 km

224 km
134 km

Several network additions and upgrades are underway or planned for the
network. The impact of these additions and upgrades are summarized in Exhibit
2.6, and examples include:


King Street East, Dover Street to Bishop Street: Bicycle lanes to be
added (anticipated 2019–2020);



Fountain Street North, Highway 401 to Fairway Road: Enhanced
cycling facilities (anticipated 2019); and



Groh Avenue, Goebel Avenue to Bechtel Street: Bicycle lanes to be
added (anticipated 2019).

The existing cycling network, including committed and planned (future) projects,
is presented in Exhibit 2.7.

May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 2.7: Existing and Planned Cambridge Active Transportation Network

Data Source: Cambridge Bike Plan (2008); Cambridge Trails Plan (2010); Regional Active Transportation Master
Plan (2014)
May 31, 2019
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Public Transit Network
Public transit in the City of Cambridge is currently provided by Grand River
Transit (GRT) and GO Transit. Exhibit 2.8 shows the existing GRT and GO
Transit network in Cambridge.
GRT provides public transit service throughout Waterloo Region, specifically to
the cities of Kitchener, Waterloo, and Cambridge, as well as the communities of
Elmira, St. Jacobs, and New Hamburg. GRT operates both express and
conventional bus routes, as well as community and specialty transit services
using smaller vehicles. As of January 2018, GRT operates 70 routes, five of
which are branded as iXpress and provide high-frequency corridor service.
These routes provide primary transit connections between Cambridge,
Kitchener, and Waterloo.
GO Transit provides inter-regional commuter transit service throughout the
Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA), operating GO Rail and GO Bus
routes. One GO Bus route serves Cambridge seven days per week, providing
direct trips to Kitchener, Waterloo, and Mississauga. This GO Bus route stops at
Hespeler Road & Highway 401 in Cambridge, as well as at Sportsworld Drive &
Highway 8 near the Cambridge-Kitchener border. GO Rail does not currently
serve Cambridge directly; the nearest GO stations providing peak period
commuter rail service to and from Toronto are located in Kitchener and Milton.
Approximately 93% of Cambridge’s built-up area and 65% of the entire
Cambridge area is within a five-minute walk (400 m) of public transit. As the
city’s population and employment grow, transit service will need to expand to
ensure that residents and jobs are served by public transit. Despite a high
coverage area, many of the transit routes that serve these areas are infrequent
and do not provide competitive travel times to destinations.

May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 2.8: Existing Cambridge Public Transit Network (GRT and GO)

Data Source: Region of Waterloo Open Data; GO Transit General Transit Feed Specification Data
May 31, 2019
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2.3

Transportation-Related Policy Background

The Province of Ontario, Region of Waterloo and City of Cambridge have
developed numerous plans and policies that affect the local transportation
system to varying degrees. Plans developed at the provincial and regional levels
can dictate where development is or is not allowed, or outline future
transportation network plans that must be considered when developing
corresponding local plans. Similarly, established municipal plans and policies
can detail regulations for land use, or existing project plans, that must be
accounted for. In particular, the following documents from each level of
government were reviewed and are relevant to the development of Moving
Cambridge:






Province of Ontario:


Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017);



Cambridge on the GO Business Case (2015) and Feasibility
Study (2018);

Region of Waterloo:


Region of Waterloo Official Plan (2015);



Waterloo Region Transportation Master Plan Update (2018);



ION Rapid Transit Environmental Assessment (ongoing);



Region of Waterloo Active Transportation Master Plan (2014);



Regional Transit Supportive Strategy (2012);

City of Cambridge:


Cambridge Official Plan (2012);



Cambridge Strategic Plan (2016-2019);



Cambridge Bikeway Network Master Plan (2008); and



Downtown Cambridge Traffic Impact Study (2017).

Through the review of these plans and policies, key considerations for Moving
Cambridge emerged. Population and employment targets for Waterloo Region in
2031, 2036, and 2041 are provided in the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe (2017), which also identifies Downtown Cambridge as a focal point
for development and intensification. The Growth Plan also outlines future road,
rail, and transit corridors for passengers and goods, while the Cambridge on the
GO Business Case (2015) explores the potential for new passenger rail service
between Cambridge and Toronto.
May 31, 2019
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The Region of Waterloo Official Plan (2015) provides more detail regarding
future land uses in Cambridge, such as the identification of areas in north
Cambridge for employment growth and development, and also presents policies
for transit-oriented development. The Region’s Transportation Master Plan,
Moving Forward, outlines new mode share targets for Waterloo Region and
presents specific strategies for roads, goods movement, transit, active
transportation, and more to help meet these targets. Similarly, the Region of
Waterloo Active Transportation Master Plan (2014) focuses on cycling and
walking travel and infrastructure in Waterloo Region, including the development
of new bicycle lanes and trails in Cambridge.
Finally, municipal plans for Cambridge, including the Official Plan (2012) and
Strategic Plan (2016–2019), set out a transportation policy framework for the
City including specific goals and objectives that guide Moving Cambridge.
Detailed findings from these policies and plans, in addition to other relevant
documents, are described in Appendix B – Needs and Opportunities
Assessment.

May 31, 2019
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3

Trends in Cambridge

Transportation conditions in Cambridge are largely influenced by where and how
the city grows, as these patterns and trends generate trips that must be served
by the transportation system. This section summarizes demographics and
transportation conditions in Cambridge in the context of nine main trends. These
trends help identify ways in which the city is changing, how these changes
impact transportation, and how this Transportation Master Plan can help prepare
Cambridge for the future. Further information on these eight trends, as well as
other transportation and demographic changes, is provided in Appendix B –
Needs and Opportunities Assessment.

3.1

Population Growth is Expected to Continue, but
the Population is Aging

According to Statistics Canada, the population of Cambridge in 2016 was
129,920, an increase of 17% since 2001. Based on forecasts by the City’s
May 31, 2019
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Economic Development Division, the population of Cambridge is expected to
grow to 176,000 by 2031, representing an increase of 35% from 2016. The past
and forecasted population growth is presented in Exhibit 3.1.
Exhibit 3.1: Cambridge Population Growth and Growth Forecasts (2001–2031)

Data Source: Statistics Canada Census (2016); Cambridge Community Profile, 2019
As the population of Cambridge has grown, the Canadian Census also indicates
that the population has continuously aged since 2006, a trend that is consistent
with the rest of Ontario. The portion of Cambridge’s population that is 65 years
of age and over increased from 11% (13,600) in 2006 to 15% (18,900) in 2016.1
This trend is expected to continue through 2036, when approximately 25% of
Ontario’s population, and a similar proportion of Cambridge’s population, will be
65 years of age and over.2
Population and aging will both have a significant impact on transportation in
Cambridge. With growth, traffic congestion is likely to worsen in existing areas or
appear in new developments, impacting the movement of people and goods in
the city and the region. On the other hand, an aging population has different
travel patterns and also has different needs and requirements for mobility, such
as lower auto ownership. Given the importance of these two changes, they are
considered throughout Moving Cambridge to help develop a better
transportation network.

Canadian Census of Population, 2016.
Historical Age Pyramid (2036 Medium Growth), Statistics Canada, 2019. http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dppd/pyramid/pyramid.cfm?geo1=35&type=1.
1
2
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Population growth will also increase the number of young travellers in
Cambridge, who are more likely to take transit, walk, or cycle. These trends are
discussed in Section 3.6.

3.2

Cambridge’s Economy is Becoming More
Diversified

Cambridge is located in a geographic area with a significant number of
manufacturing, science, and technology companies, with a 2018 local work force
of 71,880 individuals and a 2018 regional work force of 281,600 individuals.3 As
of 2016, approximately 67,300 jobs are located in the City of Cambridge4, and
this number is forecast to grow by 52% to 102,000 jobs in 2031.5
While the total number of jobs in Cambridge increased from 60,600 in 20116 to
67,300 in 2016, the number of goods-producing jobs declined by about 900 jobs
(from 20,500 jobs to 19,600 jobs). This reflects a region-wide trend of servicebased jobs replacing jobs in the goods-producing sector. Still, manufacturing
and other goods-producing jobs are important to the City of Cambridge, where
close to one in every three jobs (29%, or 19,600 jobs) is in the goods-producing
sector as of 2016. The proportion of manufacturing and goods-producing jobs in
Cambridge is higher than that in Kitchener (24%, 29,400 jobs), Waterloo (16%,
8,500 jobs), and the Waterloo Region average (26%, 68,900 jobs). In
Cambridge, the majority of these goods-producing jobs are in manufacturing,
with major employers such as:


Toyota Motor Manufacturing Canada (producing Toyota and Lexus
sedans and sport utility vehicles);



Frito Lay Canada (producing Doritos, Lays, and Cheetos snack
foods);



Canadian General-Tower Limited (producing vinyl products for
swimming pools, roofing, and automotive applications); and



BWXT Canada Limited (producing components for nuclear power
plants).

A breakdown of employment by sector in all regional municipalities is shown in
Exhibit 3.2.

Labour Force Profile, Cambridge Economic Development. http://www.investcambridge.ca/en/why-cambridge/labour-force-profile.aspx.
Statistics Canada Place-of-Work data, 2016.
5 Cambridge on the GO Business Case, June 2015.
6 Statistics Canada Place-of-Work data, 2011.
3
4
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Exhibit 3.2: Employment by Sector in Waterloo Region (2016)

Data Source: Statistics Canada Place-of-Work data, 2016
Within Waterloo Region, the City of Cambridge is an important employment
centre that generates many commuting trips. Every day, about 26,000
commuters leave the city for work, and approximately the same number come to
Cambridge from other municipalities for work. At the same time, 28,000
Cambridge residents travel within the city to their place of work. Exhibit 3.3
shows the origins of external commuting trips, as well as how these trips have
changed between 2006 and 2011.
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Exhibit 3.3: Most Frequent Origins of Commuting Trips Entering Cambridge (2006–2011)

Source: Transportation Tomorrow Survey (2011)

Of the workers who commute to Cambridge every day, most individuals are
destined for one of three main employment areas in the city:


Industrial areas in northwest Cambridge, including the Toyota Motor
Manufacturing plant and Loblaw Maple Grove Distribution Centre;



The industrial area bounded by Highway 401, Hespeler Road,
Can-Amera Parkway, and Townline Road; or



Downtown Cambridge.

Other employment areas include King Street in Preston, the Delta intersection
along Concession Road, and the employment area near the intersection of
Franklin Boulevard and Main Street.

3.3

Development is Occurring in both Built-up and
Greenfield Areas

Housing growth in Cambridge has occurred through infill development and
greenfield development. Infill development involves building new residential,
commercial, or industrial buildings in areas that are already built-up or
developed, while greenfield development involves building on land that has not
previously been used for homes, businesses, or industry.
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Exhibit 3.4 highlights the areas in Cambridge where the most population and
employment growth is forecast to occur between 2016 and 2031. Most
greenfield growth is planned in Hespeler West Area, Cambridge West, and
Southeast Galt (a Designated Greenfield Area in the Growth Plan for the
Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)). There is a good balance of infill growth as
well with Downtown Cambridge (an Urban Growth Centre in the Growth Plan for
the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2017)), the Hespeler Road corridor, and parts of
Preston and Hespeler showing infill development.
Land use and transportation are closely connected and the growth allocations
have important consequences for planning the network and policies. Greenfield
residential development has higher auto traffic generation requiring some road
improvements, and encouraging transit and walking/cycling requires special
attention and programs such as transportation demand management (TDM)
strategies. Infill development in Downtown Cambridge areas, if appropriately
serviced by transit and with supportive policies and bylaws (e.g. parking), will
generally have higher transit use and generate more walking and cycling trips.
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Exhibit 3.4: Areas of Forecasted Population and Employment Growth in Cambridge (2016–2031)

Data Source: City of Cambridge, 2019
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3.4

Most Cambridge-Based Trips Stay within the
Region

Cambridge residents make approximately 120,000 daily trips, of which 67%
remain within the city, 17% are destined elsewhere within Waterloo Region, and
16% are destined outside the Region. Compared to the rest of Waterloo Region,
where only of 5% of daily trips are destined outside the Region, it is clear that
Cambridge relies on important connections to Guelph, Peel Region, Hamilton,
Halton Region, Toronto, and other destinations as shown in Exhibit 3.5.
While many Cambridge trips are destined outside of Waterloo Region, the
opposite is also true – Cambridge generates a high number of trips from other
locations outside of the Region including Guelph, Hamilton, Brant County, and
Wellington County. On average, there are 2,000 more daily trips entering
Cambridge than leaving Cambridge, accounting for all trip purposes such as
work, school, and shopping. A summary of the main origins and destinations of
daily trips in and out of Cambridge is shown in Exhibit 3.5.
Exhibit 3.5: Daily Home-Based Trips into and out of Cambridge

Data Source: Transportation Tomorrow Survey (2011)
Apart from other Waterloo Region municipalities, Guelph represents the largest
generator of trips into and out of Cambridge. It is also noteworthy that there are
fewer daily trips to and from Toronto compared to Peel Region, Halton Region,
or Hamilton. The relatively high proportion of trips from Cambridge to and from
destinations outside Waterloo Region suggests that improvements to interregional transportation connections, such as highways and transit services, may
have a significant impact on Cambridge.
May 31, 2019
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3.5

Most Travellers in Cambridge Rely on Cars

Whether travelling for work or discretionary purposes, at least 95% of all homebased trips in Cambridge are made using personal automobiles (cars, vans,
sport utility vehicles, etc.). The vast majority of these auto trips are made by
drivers as opposed to passengers, suggesting that many trips are made by
single-occupant vehicles.
Considering the 83,700 daily commuting trips to or from work, which are shown
in Exhibit 3.6 and Exhibit 3.7, public transit (2,600 trips, or 3% of all commuting
trips), walking (1,700 trips, or 2%), and cycling (300 trips, or less than 1%) make
up the remainder of non-auto travel modes. When comparing Cambridge
commuter travel trends in 2006 and 2011, the following trends emerge:


The mode share for auto driver trips has increased by 3 percentage
points over five years, from 83% to 86%, and likely contributed to the
3.5 percentage point decrease in auto passenger trips over the same
time period. The downward trend in auto passenger trips and
increase in auto driver trips suggests that more single-occupant
vehicles are travelling in the city, potentially increasing congestion.



The transit (3%) and active transportation (2%) mode shares for
commuting trips from Cambridge are lower than the corresponding
Region-wide metrics (4% and 5%, respectively). However, the transit
mode share for Cambridge commuting trips did increase by one
percentage point between 2006 and 2011, which indicates a return on
the Region’s investments in transit service over this period.



Data from the Transportation Tomorrow Survey indicates that a
growing number of Cambridge employees are working from home via
“telecommuting.” By encouraging this practice, the City may be able
to manage peak hour congestion by reducing peak traffic demands.

Similarly, discretionary trips are almost entirely made using automobiles
(112,200 trips, or 97%), while the remainder of trips are again made using public
transit (1,900 trips, or 2%), walking (800 trips, or 1%), and cycling (300 trips, or
less than 1%). These trips may be made for the purpose of shopping, going to a
restaurant, attending a medical appointment, visiting friends, or accessing other
destinations, and are shown in Exhibit 3.6 and Exhibit 3.7. While the trends for
these trips are similar to those for commuter travel, it is noteworthy that a much
higher number and proportion of discretionary trips are made by auto
passengers (26,700 trips, or 23%, compared to 7,200 trips, or 9%).
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Exhibit 3.6: Mode Shares for Commuting and Discretionary Travel (2011, graphs)

Source: Transportation Tomorrow Survey (2011)
Exhibit 3.7: Mode Shares for Commuting and Discretionary Travel (2011, table)
Mode
Auto driver
Auto passenger
Transit
Walk
Cycle
Other
Total

Commuter Travel
Trips
Share
71,800
7,200
2,600
1,700
300
100
83,700

86%
9%
3%
2%
< 1%
< 1%
100%

Discretionary Travel
Trips
Share
85,500
26,700
1,900
800
300
800
116,000

74%
23%
2%
1%
< 1%
1%
100%

Data Source: Transportation Tomorrow Survey (2011)

3.6

Students and Young People Rely on Transit and
Active Modes

Compared to commuting and discretionary travel within Cambridge, trips made
by students travelling to and from school in Cambridge present substantially
different trends that evolve as students get older. Exhibit 3.8 shows how student
travel changes between elementary, secondary, and post-secondary students.
In general, the use of active modes (walking and cycling) decreases as students
age, while public transit use and auto use (as either a driver or passenger)
simultaneously increases. The increase in transit and auto trips may be partially
attributed to several major post-secondary institutions being located outside of
Cambridge, exceeding reasonable thresholds for walking or cycling. Whether
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travelling to elementary, secondary, or post-secondary school, students continue
to ride buses, however public transit gradually replaces school buses as
students get older.
Exhibit 3.8: Mode Share for School Trips by Age Group (2011)

Data Source: Transportation Tomorrow Survey (2011)
Comparing these travel trends over time reveals that active transportation use
among elementary students has fallen sharply. Between 1996 and 2011, the
number of daily trips to elementary school increased from 7,300 trips to 8,900
trips, however the number of trips made by walking has fallen by 500, or
8 percentage points. Similarly, the number of trips made by cycling has fallen by
200, or 3 percentage points. The School Travel in the GTHA report (Smart
Commute, 2016) reveals that this is similar to trends seen across the Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area, where walking trips to elementary school fell by
more than 15 percentage points between 1996 and 2011. However, changes to
high school trips are somewhat more promising. Between 1996 and 2011, the
number of daily high school trips increased from 9,900 to 13,000, in part driven
by growth in high school transit trips (1,200 more trips, an increase of
7 percentage points).

3.7

Some Neighbourhoods are More Supportive of
Cycling and Walking

Walking and cycling trips in Cambridge were mapped based on data from the
2011 Transportation Tomorrow Survey, offering a better understanding of how
May 31, 2019
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the city’s active transportation network is used. Comparing walking and cycling
trip origins in Exhibit 3.9, it is clear that users of each mode start their trips in
different parts of Cambridge. The highest number of walking trips were found to
start in southwest Hespeler, Preston, Downtown Cambridge, and areas near
Franklin Boulevard and Avenue Road, while most cycling trips were found to
start in south Hespeler, Preston, and near Franklin Boulevard and Can-Amera
Parkway. Generally, the areas with high concentrations of walking or cycling
trips are near schools, parks, or recreation centres.
Of particular note, the core areas in Downtown Cambridge and Hespeler do not
have high numbers of walking or cycling trips. These areas feature offices and
shops, and the number of active transportation trips reflects the low walk and
cycle mode shares for work and discretionary travel in Cambridge. Overall, the
origins of walking trips are more dispersed throughout the city, while the origins
of cycling trips are more concentrated in key areas. These locations are an
important focus when developing updates and improvements for the city’s active
transportation network, as described in Section 5.2.
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Exhibit 3.9: Origins of Walking and Cycling Trips in Cambridge (2011)

Data Source: Transportation Tomorrow Survey (2011)
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3.8

Transit Trip Destinations are Concentrated on
Major Corridors

Transit service has expanded significantly in Cambridge since the formation of
Grand River Transit in 2000, when the systems of Kitchener Transit and
Cambridge Transit were amalgamated. This growth in service has been
matched by growth in population and ridership over the same period. The
growth in transit revenue service hours and corresponding changes in transit
ridership between 2007 and 2018 are shown in Exhibit 3.10.
Exhibit 3.10: Transit Ridership and Revenue Service Hours (2007–2018)

Data Source: CUTA Canadian Transit Fact Book (2007–2016); GRT (2017–2018)
Despite a significant amount of growth over this period, transit ridership
experienced a decline since its peak in 2013. This phenomenon is not unique to
Cambridge or to Grand River Transit and has been seen by transit agencies
across North America. Some causes of this ridership decline include large-scale
trends, such as the decline in gasoline prices and the growth in inter-municipal
or inter-regional work travel, and more localized trends, such as transit detours
due to ION construction and fare increases.
Destinations of transit trips in Cambridge, based on data from the 2011
Transportation Tomorrow Survey, are shown in Exhibit 3.11. Generally,
destinations are concentrated within key employment areas in the city, such as
along Hespeler Road south of Highway 401, in Downtown Cambridge, along
King Street in Preston, in Hespeler, and in the East Cambridge Employment
Area. Other destinations outside Cambridge include post-secondary institutions
such as Conestoga College, Wilfrid Laurier University, and the University of
Waterloo.
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Exhibit 3.11: Daily Transit Trip Destinations in Cambridge (2011)

Data Source: Transportation Tomorrow Survey (2011)
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3.9

Public Health and Climate Change Are Connected
to Transportation

Research and advocacy continue to raise awareness about the many
connections between transportation systems, land use, and public health. Road
safety is one of the most visible health-related issues, but the connections
between air pollution and respiratory/cardiovascular ailments are also very
important and have been well documented. Some Waterloo Region-specific
health and air quality statistics are presented in Exhibit 3.12.
Moving Cambridge can serve a key role in educating the public about the health
benefits of more sustainable transportation behaviors and supportive
development patterns. It highlights the positive impacts of strategies that reduce
driving and vehicle emissions while increasing physical activity and access to
health-related services.
Exhibit 3.12: Waterloo Region Residents at Higher Risk of Health Effects from Poor Air
Quality7

The City of Cambridge supports the ClimateActionWR (Waterloo Region)
Climate Action Plan and the greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction goal. Moving
Cambridge aligns with the Climate Action Plan recommendation to reduce
transportation-related emissions. Moving Cambridge also encourages a shift to
sustainable transportation modes – transit, cycling, walking, carpooling, and car
sharing – and supports Transportation Demand Management, new mobility
services, and the adoption of green vehicle technology.

Region of Waterloo Outdoor Air Quality Info Booklet.
http://chd.region.waterloo.on.ca/en/healthyLivingHealthProtection/resources/Outdoor_Air_Quality_Booklet.pdf
7
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4

Future Directions

One objective of Moving Cambridge is to assess the impacts of development
and growth on travel demand. This section establishes target mode shares and
travel forecasts, and analyzes different scenarios in the 2041 horizon, to guide
the development of the recommended transportation network and supporting
policies.

4.1

Mode Share

One of the characteristics of travel demand is transportation mode shares –
meaning the distribution of trips across the various methods of travel available,
such as automobile, transit, and active transportation (walking and cycling). To
ensure integration between Moving Cambridge and the Waterloo Region TMP,
the Region’s policy mode share targets for years 2031 and 2041 were adopted
for Cambridge. These policy mode share targets, which are presented in Exhibit
4.1, detail a reduction in automobile mode share with a subsequent increase in
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transit and active transportation mode shares. The mode share targets were
carried forward for forecasting the City’s future transportation needs.
Exhibit 4.1: PM Peak Period Mode Share Targets for the City of Cambridge
PM Peak Period Mode Shares
Mode
2016 (actual)
2031 (target)
2041 (target)
Auto Driver
69.8%
63.6%
58.0%
Auto Passenger
12.3%
12.3%
12.0%
Transit
4.9%
9.7%
14.8%
Walk
7.2%
8.4%
9.0%
Cycle
1.4%
2.3%
3.0%
School Bus
3.8%
3.1%
2.7%
Other
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%

4.2

Travel Demand

The Region of Waterloo’s travel demand model was updated and used in the
development of the network plan as part of Phase 2 of Moving Cambridge. The
Region’s model is a four-stage planning model calibrated to 2011 TTS data. The
model was recently updated by the Region for the ION Stage 2 Environmental
Assessment, which proposes to bring rapid transit into Cambridge connecting to
the ION LRT at Fairview Park mall.
Several changes were made to the model for Moving Cambridge, including
refining and updating the collector road network, developing three planning
scenarios, and allocating forecast population and employment across the city.
Population and employment allocations were updated to reflect newer and more
detailed information available at the city level (compared to the broad
information used in the Region’s original model). The updated model was used
to assess performance of the transportation network in 2041.
Details on the updates to the travel demand model and allocation of population
and employment are provided in Appendix C – Network Assessment.
Existing and base (2041 do-nothing) traffic conditions are presented in Exhibit
4.2.
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Exhibit 4.2: Comparison of V/C Ratios on Collector Roads – Existing Conditions (left) and 2041 Base Scenario (right)

Data Source: Regional Travel Demand Model
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4.3

Network and Policy Needs

Building on the trends and future network conditions described in the preceding
sections, statements of the network needs and policy needs of the TMP were
developed (for a full list and details see Appendix C – Network Assessment):


There are a number of city roads today with localized congestion,
safety, and operational issues that warrant consideration for
improvements. By 2041, without intervention conditions will worsen,
and road improvements to support new developments are warranted.



Road improvements that support all modes of travel, including public
transit and active transportation, should be prioritized. Not all roads
are suitable for widening, such as roads in the core areas (Downtown
Cambridge, Preston, and Hespeler).



There are gaps in the transit network such as travelling between
Hespeler and Kitchener or between Cambridge and Conestoga
College. The current transit network could better support travel during
off-peak hours, especially for overnight shift work.



There are impacts of heavy truck movements on sensitive areas of
the city such as the core areas. The goods movement strategy in
Moving Cambridge should form recommendations to address these
issues.



The cycling network has a number of gaps and breaks, making it
difficult to travel between certain areas of Cambridge.



There is a growing amount of commuting between Cambridge, the
rest of Waterloo Region, and the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area,
requiring improvements to the road and public transit networks.



Demographic changes, including an aging population, require
consideration when deciding how the transportation network should
be managed. Changes to the network should continue to emphasize
health and safety.



New and future technologies, such as ride-hailing services,
ridesharing, and connected and automated vehicles, will affect how
people travel.



The transportation system should support intensification and growth
in the core areas. In particular, this relates to emphasis on public
transit and active transportation to accommodate growth in travel.

These policy and network needs were used to guide the development and
evaluation of scenarios as presented in the following section.
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4.4

Scenario Development and Assessment

In response to the network and policy needs, three scenarios were developed to
test the performance of the transportation network and guide input into the plan
development. This section provides a description of the scenarios and the
findings of the evaluation. As previously noted, details regarding the evaluation
methodology are provided in Appendix C – Network Assessment. The following
describes the three scenarios:


Scenario 0: ‘do-nothing’ – This scenario was developed as a base
case consisting of planned regional improvements to the arterial road
network and ION rapid transit service, but assumed that no changes
are made to the city’s road network. The scenario accounts for
planned regional improvements including road widenings and Stage 2
ION as shown in Exhibit 4.3.



Scenario 1: Infrastructure Investment that Supports Growth –
This scenario proposes road capacity improvements on corridors
where increased demands are anticipated as a result of future growth
and development, while also continuing implementation of active
transportation plans. Additionally, the recommended transit service
enhancements from the Grand River Transit 5-year plan are included
in this scenario, along with Stage 2 ION LRT.



Scenario 2: Focus Investment in Active Transportation –
Scenario 2 aims to address future road capacity issues by facilitating
a shift in mode share away from the automobile and towards walking
and cycling. Municipal investment in road capacity expansion is
scaled back and limited to roads in development areas. Investment is
focused towards walking/cycling connections, upgraded cycling
facilities such as separated bike lanes or cycle tracks, and urban
design improvements to enhance the pedestrian realm.

The scenarios were evaluated based on whether they are able to achieve the
four goals of Moving Cambridge as defined in Section 1 of this report. Results
are illustrated in Exhibit 4.2. The following summarizes the findings of the
evaluation (detailed in Appendix C – Network Assessment).
Scenario 0 broadly scores poorly and only scores moderately on goals relating
to cost and where the existing network provides a baseline level of service, such
as transit service and accessibility. It scores poorly in categories relating to
supporting growth, improvements to the road network, goods movement, and
congestion. Overall, the analysis shows that in light of forecast growth and the
goal of the City, ‘do-nothing’ does not form a viable strategy.
Scenario 1 findings show that some road widening projects partially address
travel demand growth and congestion, though some areas (such as core areas)
were not included in widening programs and remain congested, with travel
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demand growth better served by other modes. The benefits of Scenario 1 are
not exclusive to the automobile, since a number of considered road projects
present opportunities to fill gaps in the active transportation network and/or to
improve travel speeds on transit routes, therefore also benefiting these travel
modes.
Scenario 2 brings about qualitative improvements to walking and cycling,
however the increased spending comes at the expense of road project funding,
failing to address auto users, hindering goods movement, and potentially
reducing transit reliability.
Based on the results of the scenario evaluation, shown in Exhibit 4.4, Scenario 1
is determined to best meet the objectives of Moving Cambridge. Planning
directions, which will guide the development of the road network plan, were
primarily developed around Scenario 1. Aspects of Scenario 2 were also carried
forward in the form of policy directions that better support alternative travel
modes. The following policy directions were identified:

May 31, 2019



Identify needs for future vehicle capacity enhancements, such as
strategic corridor widenings and intersection improvements. This is
accomplished by testing the performance of the existing
transportation network against forecasted future demands, and
identifying areas where significant congestion is expected.



Prioritize road improvement projects if they present opportunities to
fill gaps in the active transportation network, and/or if they are located
on transit routes whereby reduction of congestion would improve the
speed and reliability of transit vehicles.



Coordinate road network improvements with other initiatives and
policies that will help facilitate a shift in mode share towards
alternative, sustainable travel modes such as transit, walking, and
cycling. Specific policies are outlined in Section 6.



Ensure that recommendations and strategies established in Moving
Cambridge are coordinated and integrated with those established in
the 2018 Waterloo Region TMP.
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Exhibit 4.3: Planned Regional Road Projects and ION Transit in Cambridge

Data Source: Regional Transportation Master Plan (2018)
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Exhibit 4.4: Scenario Evaluation Framework and Results
Goals

Move People

Improve
Coordination

Leadership &
Management

Accessibility of
Infrastructure

Evaluation Criteria

Scenario
0
1
2

Walking and cycling mode shares increase over time

◒ ◒ ●

Transit service is available and attractive to all residents
and visitors

◒ ● ●

Congestion is limited and manageable

○ ● ○

Goods movement is efficient and has good routes
available
City and Region coordinate transportation planning and
implementation including road, transit, and A.T.
City and Metrolinx work together to enhance regional
transportation service including GO Bus and GO Rail
Good communication on transportation-related projects,
policies, and plans

○ ● ○

Coordinate delivery of infrastructure to manage impacts

○ ● ◒

Manage infrastructure to maintain a cost-effective high
standard
Support sustainable plans, policies, and initiatives that
allow for improved transit service and more A.T. facilities
Improve or build roads to accommodate growth
sustainably
Manage parking to support alternative modes while
ensuring destinations remain attractive

○ ● ◒

Walking, cycling, and transit available to all residents

◒ ◒ ●

Support residents and visitors with disabilities

◒ ● ●

Promote walk to school

○ ● ●

Support and action the safety policy

○ ● ●

Overall Effectiveness:

○ ● ◒
○ ● ●
○ ● ◒

○ ◒ ●
○ ● ◒
○ ● ●

○ ● ◒

* Scoring is based on a three-category rating system: ○/Least Preferred, ◒/Neutral, ●/Most Preferred.
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5

Transportation Network Plan

Broad directions of Moving Cambridge were given by the current trends in
Section 3 and the future outlook in Section 4 of this report. This section provides
a description of the development of the recommended road, goods movement,
active transportation, and transit networks in Cambridge in response to the
identified trends and needs. Projects were identified through a combination of
the deficiencies analysis of the do-nothing scenario and manual review and
input for the public transit network.

5.1

Road Network

Roadway Capacity Changes
All city roads with congestion were initially identified for further review, and from
that review the set of roads was screened to locations where widening was
feasible within the designated right-of-way and there were not major critical
flaws. Examples of infeasible road widenings include widenings of roads through
the core areas or widenings requiring major property acquisition, which were
screened out. The resulting projects were then evaluated on an individual basis
against five scoring categories to confirm their need:


Automobile – The extent to which the project reduces road
congestion and improves travel time;



Transit – Whether the project is located along an existing or future
bus route, and as such improves travel time and reliability;



Active Transportation – Whether the project provides opportunities
to build planned cycling facilities or multi-use trails, or improve
connections to rapid transit;



Goods & Economy – The extent to which the project maintains or
improves efficient goods movement or supports economic
development in the City’s core areas; and



Sustainability – Whether the project has limited impact on the
natural environment.

Each project could score up to three points in each category, for a total score
out of 15. Only high-scoring projects (projects receiving six or more points) are
included in the road network plan for Moving Cambridge, while low-scoring
projects were recommended for deferral beyond 2041. Additional details on the
development and evaluation of individual projects are provided in Appendix C –
Network Assessment.
May 31, 2019
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In total, 12 corridor widenings and six intersection improvements were deemed
warranted as illustrated in Exhibit 5.1 and listed in Exhibit 5.2. To assist with
planning Cambridge’s Capital Budget and Development Charges programs,
projects were assigned to either short-term (2019-2025), medium-term (20262030), or long-term (2031-2040) planning horizons based on the following
considerations:


The approximate year that corridor/intersection is expected to reach
capacity during rush hour periods; and



Whether the project also brings significant benefits to transit, active
transportation, goods movement, or the economy.

Assigned planning horizons were confirmed using the Region’s transportation
demand model so that the road network was neither overbuilt nor underbuilt in
interim years. The recommended projects and planning horizons are
summarized in Exhibit 5.2.
The twelve corridor widening projects included in the 2041 road network plan
amount to an additional 26 lane-kilometres of traffic lanes on collector roads as
compared to today. Six intersection improvements are also included; specific
improvements will vary per intersection, and may include enhancements such
as signalization and/or addition of auxiliary turning lanes.
The recommended road network was modelled and tested under 2041 land-use
forecasts, and its performance was contrasted to that of the 2041 base scenario.
Exhibit 5.3 illustrates the volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratios to be expected on
collector roads in Cambridge, given each of these scenarios. It was determined
from the model outputs that the planned collector road improvements will result
in approximately a 30% reduction of automobile delay on collector roads.
Despite the road improvements considered, a number of City roads remain
congested in 2041. Attempting to eliminate all peak hour congestion would
involve an incredible amount of investment far exceeding the typical municipal
and regional road budgets, would run counter to many of the other elements of
the vision and goals of the TMP (by encouraging auto use). The road network
plan is intended to provide the best balance between investments in modes
considering current information.

May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 5.1: Projects Included in the 2041 Road Network Plan

Source: Moving Cambridge Network Assessment Report
May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 5.2: Planning Horizons for Projects Included in the 2041 Road Network Plan
Map Code Street and Limits
1
Speedsville Rd (Kossuth Rd to Maple
Grove Rd)
2
Beaverdale Rd (Kossuth Rd to Maple
Grove Rd)
3
Blackbridge Rd (Baldwin Dr to Townline
Rd)
4
Allendale Rd (new N-S collector to
Fountain St N)
5
Cherry Blossom Rd (Maple Grove Rd to
Boxwood Dr)
6
Cherry Blossom Rd / Royal Oak Rd
(Boxwood Dr to Speedsville Rd)
7
Groh Ave (Hespeler Rd Off-Ramp to
Holiday Inn Dr)
8
Holiday Inn Dr (west of Cindy Ave to
Franklin Blvd)
9
Langs Dr / Sheldon Dr (Trico Dr to
Conestoga Blvd)
10
Bishop St N (Franklin Blvd to Can-Amera
Pkwy)
11
Beverley St (Dundas St to Samuelson St)

Planning
Horizon
2026-2030

A

Project Type
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Corridor
Widening
Samuelson St / Clyde Rd (Beverly St to
Corridor
Franklin Blvd)
Widening
Winston Blvd & Franklin Blvd (Intersection) Improvement

B

Sheldon Dr & Lingard Rd (Intersection)

Improvement

2026-2030

C

Improvement

2026-2030

Improvement

2019-2025

E

Dunbar Rd & Cambridge Centre
(Intersection)
Saginaw Pkwy & Green Vista Dr
(Intersection)
Main St & Shade St (Intersection)

Improvement

2031-2040

F

Main St & Bruce St / Oak St (Intersection)

Improvement

2031-2040

12

D

May 31, 2019

2031-2040
2031-2040
2031-2040
2031-2040
2019-2025
2031-2040
2026-2030
2026-2030
2019-2025
2019-2025
2019-2025
2019-2025
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Exhibit 5.3: Comparison of V/C Ratios on Collector Roads – 2041 Base Scenario (left) and 2041 Recommended Network (right)

Data Source: Regional Travel Demand Model

May 31, 2019
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Road Classification
Roads in the City of Cambridge are organized into a road hierarchy common to
most North American cities. This classification system groups roadways
according to their physical and functional characteristics and the service they
are intended to provide. Road classifications also determine which governing
jurisdiction is responsible for managing (e.g. planning, constructing and
maintaining) each road. In Waterloo Region:


Freeways and highways are managed by the Province;



Arterial roads are managed by the Region; and



Collector roads and local roads are managed by the City.

Exhibit 5.4 provides a summary of road classifications used in Cambridge.
Exhibit 5.4: Road Classifications used in Cambridge
Road Class
(Authority)
Freeways and
Highways
(Province)
Arterial Roads
(Region)

Characteristics
Intended Function
Traffic flow

Connectivity
Connect cities

Mainly traffic flow, land Connect communities
access secondary

Collector Roads Equal importance given
(City)
to traffic flow and
access
Mainly land access,
Local Roads
(City)
traffic flow secondary

Design
Very wide rights-ofway, high speed limits

Connect
neighbourhoods

Wide rights-of-way,
high to moderate speed
limits
Medium rights-of-way,
moderate speed limits

Provides connection
within neighbourhoods

Narrow rights-of-way,
low speed limits

An update to the road classification system was completed as part of Moving
Cambridge, specifically focusing on improving connectivity and creating a more
complete network of collector roads. Full details of these recommendations are
provided in Appendix D – Road Classification Review.
The main outcome of this update was the differentiation of collector roads in
Cambridge as either major collectors or minor collectors. Major collectors
were defined as collector roads that connect directly to arterial roads, while
minor collectors were defined as collector roads that connect to local or other
collector roads. Additionally, some local roads were upgraded to minor or major
collector roads to improve connectivity in the city’s goods movement network.
The proposed updated road classifications are presented in Exhibit 5.5.
May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 5.5: Proposed Updated Road Classifications

Source: Moving Cambridge Road Classification Review
May 31, 2019
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5.2

Goods Movement

Since 29% of all jobs in Cambridge are in the goods-producing sector, a robust
goods movement network that connects goods producers to major
transportation corridors is very important to Cambridge and its economy. This
goods movement network, which primarily consists of heavy truck routes, should
balance the needs of commercial and industrial users with other transportation
concerns. To address existing challenges relating to goods movement, the
following goods movement network recommendations and management
strategies strive to achieve three key directions:
1.

Ensure truck route consistency and connectivity throughout the city;

2.

Reduce truck traffic in sensitive areas such as core areas; and

3.

Support the Region of Waterloo’s planned downtown by-pass route
that will connect Highway 24, Highway 8, and Highway 401.

Goods Movement Network Recommendations
Specific recommendations for the city’s goods movement network were divided
into two broad categories; truck route changes, and truck route management
policies. Full details of these recommendations are provided in Appendix E –
Goods Movement Strategy.
Eight truck-route changes were developed for the city that responded to one or
more of the three key goods movement directions. These changes were
shortlisted for implementation as they add missing links to the existing truck
network, or help divert trucks away from sensitive core areas to new bypass
routes. The resulting proposed truck route network for Cambridge, including
both local and regional truck routes, is presented in Exhibit 5.6 with changes as
follows:
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Water Street / Ainslie Street (directions 2 and 3) – The sections between
Dundas Street and Concession Street should be removed from the
Region’s truck network and added to the City’s No Heavy Trucks by-law
once the proposed South Boundary Road is open. The South Boundary
Road represents the first section of the Region’s planned by-pass route.



Townline Road (2 and 3) – The section between Can-Amera Parkway
and Avenue Road should be added to the Region’s truck network and
removed from the City’s No Heavy Trucks by-law. Townline Road, in
combination with the planned South and East Boundary Roads, will
serve as the Region’s by-pass route and will help divert truck traffic from
Downtown Cambridge.
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Park Hill Road (2) – The section between Ainslie Street and George
Street, including the Grand River crossing, should be removed from the
Region’s truck network and added to the No Heavy Trucks by-law.



Myers Road (2) – The section between Branchton Road and Water
Street should be removed from the Region’s truck network and added to
the No Heavy Trucks by-law.



George Street / Grand Avenue / St. Andrews Street (2) – The sections
between Park Hill Road and Cedar Street should be removed from the
Region’s truck network and added to the No Heavy Trucks by-law.



Blair Road / Fountain Street (2) – The sections between Dickie
Settlement Road and George Street N should be removed from the
Region’s truck network and added to the No Heavy Trucks by-law.



Speedsville Road (1) – The section between Maple Grove Road and
Kossuth Road should be added to the City’s truck network to service the
strategic employment lands located south of the airport.



Avenue Road (2) – The section between Hespeler Road and Elgin
Street should be removed from the City’s truck network in the traffic and
parking by-law.



Other Specific Truck Routes (1) – Heavy truck traffic should be permitted
on a number of additional City road sections to provide better
connectivity. These routes are shown in Exhibit 5.6.

Goods Movement Management Strategies
Management of goods movement in Cambridge should reflect principles for
freight-supportive land use and transportation planning and, in turn, be in line
with the Ministry of Transportation’s Freight-Supportive Guidelines (2016). The
following policies and guidelines balance the needs of the freight industry from
the perspectives of development and mobility with the improved economic
position that safe and effective goods movement can bring:
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Plan for an effective goods movement network in Cambridge by
providing direct, convenient, and connected access to existing and
future industrial, commercial, and employment lands;



Improve connections and access to provincial highways and regional
arterials;



Establish regular communication channels and continue to work with
stakeholders, including major industries and businesses in Cambridge,
to identify local issues and opportunities to improve the network;
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Support more sustainable and innovative practices for local goods
movement to reduce impacts on neighbourhoods and local streets,
potentially using alternative modes and transportation technologies; and



Improve efficiency of goods movement through the use of intelligent
transportation systems by providing real-time information to industries
and truck drivers to improve traffic flows and reduce travel times.

Based on the proposed changes to the truck route network in Cambridge and
the recommended policies, guidelines, and strategies, Cambridge should apply
a permissive truck route system going forward. This system will align with the
permissive system already used by the Region of Waterloo, which requires less
signage than a restrictive system, as only truck routes will be signed, and will
likely improve enforceability for the City. Compared to a restrictive system,
which only indicates roads where trucks are not allowed, a permissive system
also provides better guidance for drivers of heavy trucks as signs may be
erected well in advance of major intersections, providing drivers with time to
safely change lanes or turn as needed. Applying a permissive system will
require that Cambridge specify that heavy trucks are prohibited from all roads
other than truck routes indicated, and specify a schedule of roads on which
trucks are permitted.

May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 5.6: Proposed Heavy Truck Network for Cambridge, 2041

Source: Moving Cambridge Goods Movement Strategy
May 31, 2019
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5.3

Active Transportation

Encouraging more people to walk and cycle in Cambridge is one of the key
directions in Moving Cambridge. Residents and businesses alike benefit from
encouraging active transportation as a means of improving the mobility,
sustainability, health, and happiness of commuters. Active transportation has
the potential to move people effectively and efficiently, at a low cost to the user,
which provides options for residents who cannot afford the cost of operating and
maintaining a vehicle.
To support the detailed review of active transportation facilities, the City of
Cambridge has initiated a separate cycling and trails master planning exercise.
Through the Cycling and Trails Master Plan Update, a complete network plan
with supporting considerations for programs and policies will be prepared.
For the purpose of this Transportation Master Plan, key themes were identified
through the TMP to inform the Cycling and Trails Master Plan Update. These
themes are presented in Exhibit 5.7. A map illustrating the existing cycling and
trail network and the potential directions and areas of interest for the Cycling
Plan Update is provided in Exhibit 5.8.
For each of the network themes described in Exhibit 5.7, preliminary analysis
was completed. Further exploration of these five key themes is provided in
Appendix F – Cycling Network Background Report.

May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 5.7: Active Transportation Network Themes
Theme
Serving Existing Trips;
Supporting New Trips

Overview
 One of the key characteristics of a cycling
network is that it should serve both existing
demand and attract new users
 Drawing upon 2016 Transportation Tomorrow
Survey data for daily trips, a preliminary analysis
of existing and potential cycling demand was
carried out

Supporting Rapid Transit: Making  Integrating rapid transit and active transportation
the First and Last Mile Work
is critical to support first/last mile travel
 Although the routing of the Stage 2 ION
extension is still to be finalized, transit station
access is a key consideration for the cycling and
trails network
Overcoming Barriers

 Major physical barriers such as freeways,
railways and waterways can restrict access by
active transportation modes
 Overcoming these barriers and providing regular
crossings is critical to ensuring the utility of
walking and cycling

Integrating with Neighbouring
Municipalities

 Integrating with neighbouring municipalities is
especially critical for communities that are linked
by a regional planning body and government, as
is the case for Cambridge, Waterloo, and
Kitchener

Serving New Development and
Supporting Growth Areas

 Parts of the city require special consideration for
active transportation networks, based on land
use
 These areas of the city can be broadly
categorized as noted below:
 Special Policy / Intensification Areas –
There are six parts of the city with secondary
plans which speak to the unique needs of
these areas
 New development Areas – There are a
limited number of “greenfields” in the city
which are anticipated to see new
development over the 30 year horizon of the
Transportation Master Plan

May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 5.8: 2041 Active Transportation Network

Data Source: Moving Cambridge Cycling Network Background Report
May 31, 2019
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In addition to planning for the future network, a key consideration is upgrading
the existing cycling and pedestrian networks as needed to improve the overall
user experience. A variety of potential facility upgrades may be identified
through the Cycling and Trails Master Plan Update, as summarized in Exhibit
5.9.
Exhibit 5.9: Summary of Potential “Fix-It” List Items
Signage and Parking
 Add bicycle parking facilities at strategic destinations along the bicycle
network
 Add signs along the trail system to improve wayfinding to other trails
and major destinations
 Add signed route signage (and markings) along local roadways that
can be used to provide access to recreational trails or significant
sections of park paths
Multi-Use Paths (In-Boulevard and Off-Road)
 Introduce centerline pavement markings and signage
 Improve surface quality
 Widen or standardize width
 Remove and replace sub-standard sidewalks/boulevard bike
paths/multi-use paths along roadways used to detour recreational
trails to controlled crossings
Intersections and Crossings
 Introduce curb cuts and upgrade to conform to the Accessibility for
Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) standards
 Introduce curb cuts meeting AODA standards and use signs or
pavement markings to clarify right-of-way where a crossing is
unsignalized
 Introduce new signalized crossings as warranted/needed to improve
connectivity
 Introduce traffic control at mid-block crossings as warranted/needed
 Upgrade existing signalized crossings with the addition of a cross-ride
 Initiate further study for feasibility of grade-separated crossings
 Ensure that protected crossings are provided along trails by either
introducing a midblock crossing or properly diverting trail users to an
existing crossing

May 31, 2019
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5.4

Public Transit

Although public transit services in the City of Cambridge are provided by the
Region of Waterloo and Metrolinx, it is still important that the City work with
these agencies to develop and plan a network that support local residents and
employees. This section describes transit changes at the regional and interregional levels and policy directions for the City. More details about this transit
plan are provided in Appendix G – Transit Service Strategy.

Regional Transit Service
Between 2018 and 2021, Grand River Transit will add new local routes serving
Cambridge, including the new 206 Coronation iXpress route. This route will
connect the Ainslie Street Transit Terminal in Cambridge with Fairview Park Mall
in Kitchener, providing express stop service along King Street, Coronation
Boulevard, and Ainslie Street.
To continue the development of the iXpress network through 2041, Cambridge
should work with the Region to introduce new iXpress routes in the city. These
routes will provide additional service to better connect areas of higher population
and employment density in Cambridge while adding high-frequency service
along key corridors. New iXpress service is recommended for:


Dundas Street North, between Hespeler Road and Main Street; and



Franklin Boulevard, between Can-Amera Parkway and Main Street.

The Region of Waterloo is currently planning ION Stage 2 with light rail transit
between Cambridge and the existing southern terminal at Fairview Park Mall. It
is important that Cambridge remains involved with this process to ensure that
the final route provides adequate connectivity in north, central, and south
Cambridge while minimizing property impacts. It is also important that the City of
Cambridge supports the ION project, as it will greatly improve transit
frequencies and reduce travel times across Waterloo Region.
Existing, planned, and proposed iXpress routes in Cambridge, as well as the
current ION Stage 2 alignment, are presented in Exhibit 5.10.

Inter-Regional Transit Service
By 2041, Metrolinx plans to introduce new Regional Express Bus routes in the
western Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA), as outlined in the 2041
Regional Transportation Plan (2018). These routes will offer new direct service
between Downtown Cambridge and Brantford, Guelph, Hamilton, Kitchener, and
Waterloo, while also providing connecting service to other destinations
throughout the GTHA. Cambridge should support the introduction of these
Express Bus services, as there is already established travel demand between
May 31, 2019
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Cambridge and many of these locations. Further, these routes will provide new
alternatives to driving or using other, less sustainable modes to make these
trips.
Moving Cambridge has also reviewed the potential for passenger GO Rail
service to Cambridge via the CN Fergus Subdivision (Kitchener GO line) and
CP Galt Subdivision (Milton GO line). The study looked at travel patterns of trips
to and from Toronto, Peel, Guelph and other municipalities potentially served by
rail. The findings were that long-distance trips to Toronto from Region of
Waterloo are likely too low in volume to justify providing service via a second
GO Rail line (in addition to Kitchener GO) in the short to medium term. However,
growth in the long term produces reasonable forecasts depending on the cost,
frequency of train service, and route used. The findings also pointed to strong
existing demand to and from Guelph, which is along the Fergus Subdivision.
Based on the broad findings, the City of Cambridge should continue to advocate
to Metrolinx for GO Rail service. This may take the form of passenger service to
Guelph pending the outcome of the current study, or direct service to Toronto in
the long term. Details on the analysis are provided in Appendix F.
To support both regional and inter-regional transit service, Cambridge should
start planning for a new multi-modal transit terminal. Although such a terminal
may not be needed today, it is prudent to plan and protect land so this facility
can be constructed in the future. It is noted that the location of such a terminal
will depend on potential passenger rail service via Milton or Guelph. Pending the
outcomes of the study and other long term planning, candidate locations of the
terminal are shown in Exhibit 5.10.

Transit-Supportive Policies
Cambridge should employ transit-supportive design policies and guidelines to
improve access to transit in the City, encourage transit ridership, and also
improve the pedestrian experience in key transit areas and nodes. Currently, the
Official Plan for the City of Cambridge contains a set of transit-oriented
development policies, specifying design choices that should be made in and
around Major Transit Station Areas (MTSAs)8. These include:


Ensuring that urban forms are compact and walkable, featuring a mix
of medium- to high-density uses;



Ensuring that active transportation use is encouraged by providing
safe spaces for cyclists and pedestrians, such as protected bike
lanes and sidewalks; and

Major Transit Station Areas “generally are defined as the area within an approximate 500 metre radius of a transit station, representing
about a 10-minute walk.” (Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 2017: p. 77)
8
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Enabling MTSAs to serve as gathering points for people, enhancing
the identity of the neighbourhoods or areas in which they are located.

Cambridge is also encouraged to review and consider a number of the Ministry
of Transportation’s Transit-Supportive Guidelines. The City should ensure that
new neighbourhoods and urban forms are transit-supportive, primarily by limiting
the spacing between arterial or collector roads to at most 400 metres where
possible, representing a five minute walk. Cambridge should also ensure that
roads align between neighbourhoods, avoiding dead ends or jogs.
In 2015 Cambridge initiated a Growth and Intensification Study, identifying key
areas in the City where development should be focused. Through this study,
Secondary Plans will be completed for the following key development areas:


Downtown Cambridge;



Preston Towne Centre;



Hespeler Village & Queen Street West;



Hespeler Road Corridor;



Coronation Blvd. & Dundas Street North; and



Main Street & Dundas Street South.

The purpose of Secondary Plans is to provide a planning and policy framework
tailored to each specific area, so to guide the nature of future development in a
way that achieves the objectives of the Official Plan. Achieving transit-supportive
densities and encouraging reduced building setbacks to enhance the pedestrian
realm will be important components of these plans, and align with the goals and
strategies of Moving Cambridge.
The Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategy for Moving
Cambridge proposes additional transit-supportive strategies and policies, such
as including more walking and cycling infrastructure at transit stops and
enhancing workplace and school programs to encourage more transit use,
walking, and cycling. The TDM strategy is described in further detail in Section
6.4.

May 31, 2019
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Exhibit 5.10: Proposed Transit Network for Cambridge, 2041

Source: Moving Cambridge Transit Service Strategy
May 31, 2019
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6

Supporting Strategies

This section groups a number of different topics from Moving Cambridge relating
to policies, infrastructure management, and coordination with other agencies or
levels of government. Each of these strategies has been developed under a
separate report included in the appendices of Moving Cambridge. The topics
discussed in these supporting strategies are:
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Traffic safety;



Neighbourhood traffic management/calming;



Maintenance and operation of active transportation facilities;



Transportation demand management;



Core area parking;



Substandard rights-of-way;



Downtown Cambridge traffic; and



New mobility.
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6.1

Traffic Safety

Traffic safety is an important consideration for the City of Cambridge, and can
be improved through new program recommendations in this Transportation
Master Plan. These recommendations were prepared based on a review of
existing traffic safety policies, initiatives, and programs in the City, a review of
the City’s collision data from 2013 to 2017, and a review of collision attributes. A
complete description of Cambridge’s traffic safety policies, collision data,
findings, and safety program recommendations is provided in Appendix G –
Traffic Safety Policy Review.
The City’s Official Plan currently provides consideration for traffic safety through
a number of commitments, such as working with the Region to “identify
improvements to existing and potential roadways for the purposes of improving
accessibility and safety”9 and to employ “a wide range of measures to increase
safety and effectiveness of the transportation system for pedestrians, cyclists
and vehicles”9.
In addition, the City implemented a safety program in 2009 based on the Traffic
Safety Performance Functions and Network Screening Report. This program
involves regular network screening, using data management and analysis, to
rank intersections on the basis of their Potential for Safety Improvement (PSI).
Since 2009, the City has regularly been using the network screening process to
provide intersection rankings, but resource constraints have limited the reach of
targeted intersection treatments. Other challenges include a lack of strategic
coordination with traffic calming and capital works programs, and that the top
ranking sites fluctuate from year to year.
Based on Cambridge’s existing safety policies and programs, as well as a
review of collision data from 2013 to 2017, the following five recommendations
have been developed to improve road and traffic safety in the City:

9



Update Traffic Safety Program: The City should use a longer
reporting period to identify persistent longer-term problem locations,
as the previous methodology was overly susceptible to yearly
changes. The City may need to update its safety performance
functions in the coming years to reflect travel pattern changes,
demographic changes, or other strategic initiatives. In addition, it is
recommended that the City place greater emphasis on issue
diagnosis and identification of interactions-based interventions as part
of a proactive safety management approach.



Integrate Safety Countermeasures into Design Standards and
Operational Practices: It is recommended that the City revisit its
suite of roadway design standards and interventions, and look to
include existing and new proven safety countermeasures wherever

City of Cambridge Official Plan, 2014.
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possible. These countermeasures may come from industry
organizations, such as FHWA, AASHTO, or ITE, and may include
treatments ranging from signage and pavement markings to traffic
controls and geometric design elements.


Integrate with Higher Order Road User Safety Initiatives: The City
should consider an official affiliation or unofficial alignment with a
recognized road user safety organization or initiative, such as Vision
Zero or Safe Systems. These initiatives provide toolboxes of best
practices and countermeasures that can be leveraged, and often also
offer branding, communications, and educational support.



Collision Mitigation Measures: The City should identify a list of
candidate sites for further expansion of the Red Light Camera
program, and work with the Region of Waterloo to prioritize their
activation.



Policy Changes to Support Traffic Safety Strategy: It is
recommended that the City use a policy approach to integrate
aspects of road user safety assessment and improvement into other
functional areas of City operations, given that the current safety
program is somewhat resource constrained. This integration will allow
for a holistic understanding of resource allocation (financial or staff),
and help determine how resources can be leveraged to increase
safety improvement budgets.

6.2

Neighbourhood Traffic Management/Calming

The City of Cambridge endorses traffic calming as a means of reducing
speeding, through traffic and collisions in residential neighbourhoods. As part of
the TMP, the traffic calming policy has been reviewed and simplified to make it
easier to understand for the public and policy-makers. The new policy presented
here provides procedures and criteria for initiation, investigation and
implementation of traffic calming measures, thereby improving safety and quality
of life for local residents.
The City has two levels of traffic calming to efficiently and economically address
speed and volume issues on residential streets:
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Level 1 – Soft Calming - Typical Level 1 treatments include signs,
pavement markings and seasonal on-road signs to improve driver
awareness and reduce speed.



Level 2 – Physical Intervention - Level 2 treatments physically alter
the roadway creating vertical and horizontal obstacles which can
include speed humps/cushions, raised intersections, median islands,
bump outs and roundabouts.
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City-led traffic calming is applied to streets meeting the requirements of the
program. Residents of streets not eligible can participate in the Keep Calm
program which is a resident-led neighbourhood program that encourages
communities to get together and implement projects to slow traffic or beautify
their neighbourhood streets. Streets that do not qualify for traffic calming are not
eligible for reassessment for a three year period. Consultation with emergency
services will occur early in the process when considering Level 2 treatments. If a
street that is requested for Level 2 is on an emergency priority route, emergency
services will have approval authority.
A more general recommendation of the traffic calming policy is that developers
will be required to design streets that limit the potential for speeding and shortcutting.
The detailed policy is provided in Appendix I – Traffic Calming Policy.

6.3

Maintenance and Operations

This section presents a set of operational maintenance practices that the City
should consider adopting to maintain bikeways, recreational trails, and multi-use
paths. Maintenance and operations are important for user safety, enhancing the
longevity of bikeways, reducing hazards, minimizing risk and injury to all users,
and encouraging usage of the facilities.
Operational maintenance practices consist of surface maintenance and repair
considerations, seasonal maintenance strategies, and recommendations for
patrol and inspection throughout the year. Implementation of these changes and
recommendations will be subject to review of the City’s operating budget.

Surface Maintenance and Repair Considerations
The desired outcomes of an effective bikeway, trail, and multi-use path
maintenance program are smooth and rideable surfaces with minimal bumps,
cracks, or drop-offs, which are supported by the City’s service targets. Since the
City’s active transportation network consists of multiple surfaces, some
maintenance and repair considerations are specific to each surface type:
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Asphalt – These surfaces are susceptible to defects such as
cracking, potholes, pavement drop-offs, depressions, and utility cut
patches. The City should continue to undertake regular inspections of
these surfaces, identifying deficiencies and making required repairs.



Stonedust/Gravel – These surfaces are more susceptible to erosion
and potholes, and should be inspected after major storm events for
surface defects. Calcium chloride is currently used as a soil stabilizer
and for dust reduction, although the City may wish to explore other,
more environmentally friendly products.
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Concrete (Cast or Pavers) – These surfaces can have very long life
spans in excess of 30 years, however they are susceptible to
deferential settlement that can result in discontinuities and trip
hazards. The City should inspect concrete trail and path surfaces
regularly, and special attention should be given to supporting paver
edges, where applicable, in order to maintain trail integrity.



Compacted Earth, Woodchip, or Mulch – These surfaces require
more frequent attention and maintenance due to natural degradation
of the materials. They are more susceptible to erosion and should be
checked at the end of severe weather events. Where possible,
preventative measures should be taken to divert land flow and water
away from these areas.

Regardless of surface type, it is important that potholes and other surface
defects are repaired as soon as practical, and that utility cuts are made where
they do not interfere with the cyclist direction of travel. Catch basins and
maintenance chambers along bikeways should also be inspected for hazards,
such as raised edges, and surface water or ponding should be addressed.
Finally, worn pavement markings and cyclist symbols should be refreshed to
ensure that they are visible in accordance with standards.

Seasonal Maintenance
To encourage year-round use of active transportation facilities, the City should
ensure that its winter maintenance plans include bikeways and bike lanes. Snow
removal from cycling facilities should be initiated as soon as possible at the end
of winter weather events, and removal or plowing are preferred versus sanding
or salting. After major snow events, accumulated sand and salt should be swept
or removed from bikeways to maintain safe riding conditions.
The maintenance and operations plan also speaks to needs for maintaining
clear facilities with regular cleaning and sweeping, such as in the fall when fallen
leaves can obscure trails and become slippery. Litter can be controlled through
conveniently placed garbage bins that are regularly maintained. Vegetation
needs to be controlled via pruning and mowing grass along facility edges.

Patrol and Inspection
To maintain a safe active transportation network for all users, on-road bikeways,
recreational trails, and multi-use paths should be routinely inspected.
Inspections should include surface condition, drainage, culvert crossings,
bridges, vegetation, graffiti, and signage. Inspections must be properly
documented to adequately stand up in a claims and court proceedings. New
technology is available that helps monitor, document, report and track, schedule
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repairs effectively and efficiently in accordance with applicable service targets
and or Ontario Regulation Minimum Maintenance Standards for Highways.
Using mobile patrol technology that maps data and is capable of linking service
requests to existing maintenance management and asset management systems
will help quantify deficiencies and enhance program delivery and planning.

6.4

Transportation Demand Management

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is the use of policies, programs,
services, and products to influence travel behaviour and manage travel demand
by shifting users to sustainable modes and distributing trips outside of the peak
travel period. TDM focuses on encouraging walking, cycling, public transit, or
carpooling instead of single-occupancy vehicle.
TDM address transportation challenges by implementing programming and
infrastructure that encourages active and sustainable modes. TDM
programming increases awareness of the various available travel options,
educates the community on sustainable travel, and can remove common
barriers that individuals face when considering travel by a sustainable mode.
TDM-supportive infrastructure such as bike lanes, trails, end-of-trip facilities, and
carpool parking can build capacity for daily sustainable travel. TDM provides
support for those who are interested but hesitant to choose sustainable and
active modes of transportation and implements the supporting infrastructure that
makes the decision easier for the user.

Photo: Region of Waterloo
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With TDM strategies, communities can be better designed to be conducive to
active and sustainable travel from the earliest phases of community
development. The use of TDM strategies during development builds integrated
mobility options for everyone in the community creating healthier, sustainable,
and connected communities.
TDM programs have many economic, social, environmental, and health benefits
that improve the quality of life for all residents, regardless of how they get
around. By implementing TDM programs, measures, and TDM-supportive
infrastructure, the City of Cambridge can take advantage of existing
infrastructure capacity, creating a cost-effective solution to solve transportation
challenges during peak periods. These programs, measures, and infrastructure
should support existing work done by the Region of Waterloo (as part of the
TravelWise program) and Metrolinx (as part of the SmartCommute program).

Existing Barriers to Sustainable Travel
Addressing the physical barriers presents an opportunity to implement TDMsupportive infrastructure, such as new trails along the rivers that also provide
amenities for the community. Barriers to choosing an active and sustainable
mode include:


Abundance of free parking;



Lack of awareness of travel options;



Disperse destinations with inefficient public transit;



Cost of public transportation fares;



Frequency of public transportation;



Lack of motivation to choose an active or sustainable mode;



Winter maintenance of active transportation facilities;



Inclement weather; and



Lack of sustainable travel infrastructure such as safe cycling routes,
bike parking, sidewalks, transit service, or preferred carpool parking
spaces.

A Strategy for the City
The City of Cambridge’s TDM strategy was initially developed in 2015 (with the
branding shown in Exhibit 6.1) and will be further enhanced and formalized as
part of Moving Cambridge. Goals for this strategy include having a robust, selfsustaining program that builds on existing efforts, grows the program, improves
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modal split, and provides transportation options for all users. Cambridge’s TDM
strategy is broken down into 11 categories, each with recommended actions to
build a successful TDM program. Each recommended action is identified as
Short Term (2019-2021), Medium Term (2022-2026), or Long Term (20262041). The recommended actions build upon existing efforts or offer new ideas
as per best practices within the TDM industry. The TDM strategy provides
recommendations for:


Program Development and Support;



Workplace Programs;



TDM and Development;



Community Programs and Outreach;



School Programs;



Active Transportation (Walking and Cycling);



Transit;



Carpool/Rideshare;



Carshare;



Trip Planning Information and Promotion; and



New Mobility.

Exhibit 6.1: City of Cambridge TDM Program Branding

Monitoring and evaluation of the TDM program is necessary to measure
success and the impact of TDM programs and TDM-supportive infrastructure on
travel behaviour in the City of Cambridge. By monitoring the results of the
program, the City of Cambridge is able to make informed decisions on where to
invest resources to get the maximum return on the City’s investment for the
program. Establishing a monitoring and evaluation program communicates the
results of the TDM program effectively, and identifies areas in which the
program can improve upon.
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By working with the Region of Waterloo, City of Kitchener, City of Waterloo,
Townships, TravelWise, workplaces, schools, and community partners in the
City of the Cambridge, the TDM program will be a key factor in the success of
achieving the target modal share target set out in Moving Cambridge.
The full set of individual recommendations, background and context, and
complete strategy is provided in Appendix J – Transportation Demand
Management Strategy.

6.5

Core Area Parking Management

As part of Moving Cambridge, the Core Areas Parking Master Plan (2009) was
updated through the development of a new parking management strategy. This
strategy considers parking supply and demand in the city’s three core areas;
Hespeler Village, Preston Towne Centre, and Downtown Cambridge (Galt). The
strategy includes new recommendations on future parking supply, parking bylaw
requirements for development, and parking management policies and strategies
which are summarized in this section. The complete parking management
strategy is provided in Appendix K – Parking Management Report.

Parking Supply and Demand
Based on an analysis of observed parking demand at lots in the three core
areas as of 2018, it was found that sufficient parking is provided, on a net basis,
in each core area. However, individual lots are observed to operate near- or atcapacity. Downtown Cambridge observed the highest demand where four of 11
lots are observed to operate above the 85% effective capacity, and the overall
observed demand was at 65% of capacity. Additionally, the Hespeler Library Lot
and Tannery Street parking operated above effective capacity in Hespeler.
Sufficient parking was identified in Preston.
Based on the observations described, some users of the busier lots likely
perceive a shortage in parking with occasional difficulty in finding a spot at a
chosen parking lot. Given the overall supply, however, there is more of a
distribution problem than a supply problem; this points to a potential need for
improved parking way-finding (recently implemented) and differential pricing to
encourage greater use of other under-utilized lots.
Future parking demand was projected under two scenarios: a base analysis
using observed demand from 2018, and a sensitivity analysis using slightly
higher observed parking demands collected in 2016 and 2017. Findings of the
study were that with the higher sensitivity analysis, off-street parking demand
may exceed available supply in Downtown Cambridge by 2041. Because the
demand is exceeded only in the sensitivity scenario, the City is advised to
monitor demand and undertake a study update in coming years to review and
assess the need for a parking garage.
May 31, 2019
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Based on the findings of current supply/demand analysis, no short-term parking
expansion is recommended. The City should implement way-finding signage for
parking and monitor the effectiveness of the signage, and if necessary
implement higher pricing in the lots that are most used. In the longer term, a
parking supply expansion of approximately 20 parking spaces is recommended
for the Hespeler off-street parking system to meet future parking demand.

Parking Bylaw Requirements for Developments
With respect to residential development parking, the City currently has a parking
exemption in the core areas. The exemption offers advantages such as it can
stimulate development, make better use of available parking supply, and
encourage walking, cycling, and transit use. However, it also can lead to local
shortages in parking where occupants and visitors of these developments park
on-street or use nearby spaces that have traditionally served other users. It also
increases cost to the City of operating municipal lots which at current prices do
not cover the operating expenses.
In terms of bylaw parking rates, the report recommends carrying forward the
directions of the 2009 core area parking study. The recommendations are for a
balanced approach with new bylaw parking requirements that are low enough to
support sustainable transportation planning objectives, but provide the City
some flexibility to manage parking through either developer-provided or cash-inlieu. The rates rescind the core area exemption but reduce the minimum parking
standards to a reasonable level. Developers have the option of applying for
cash-in-lieu of parking instead of meeting the parking requirements. The
recommended rate on a preliminary basis for further discussion was 0.3 spaces
per unit for apartments. New minimum and maximum rates are also
recommended for office and retail, with the maximum rates designed to limit
over-provision of parking and the negative impacts that would result.

Parking Management Policies and Strategies
A number of findings with respect to parking management policies and
strategies are provided below:
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Cambridge’s accessible parking space requirements are in line with
the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA), which
requires that approximately 2.5% of all parking spaces are
accessible.



Core area wayfinding system improvements were determined to have
recently been implemented and may improve the distribution of
parking demand.
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The study found that parking revenue is not sufficient to maintain the existing
parking system in terms of funding operations, enforcement, and maintenance.
To support financial stability and improved parking distribution of municipal lots,
the following recommendations were developed:


Replace two hours of free parking at off-street parking facilities with
paid parking operations and rescind the two hour maximum limit;



Replace two hours of free parking at on-street parking facilities with
paid parking operations and increase the two hour maximum time
restriction to three hours;



To minimize public resistance, the conversion is recommended to
start with off-street lots, and on-street parking converted three years
later;



Consider rescinding free parking in the Dover Street lot in Preston
since free parking strategy was determined to result in the opposite
effect. The Dover Street Lot is projected to operate at capacity with all
other lots significantly underutilized by 2041; and



The variable parking price strategy was determined to have been
implemented in July 2018. Cambridge is recommended to collect
parking utilization data after the two hour free parking has been
converted to pay parking and adjust parking prices as necessary.

While the above strategies are anticipated to increase parking revenue, an indepth assessment of Cambridge’s parking finances is recommended in an effort
to achieve financial sustainability.
Building on these recommendations, the City should conduct a full update to the
Core Areas Parking Master Plan to:


Achieve financially sustainable parking operations;



Update the cash-in-lieu policy; and



Develop an early intensification transition period plan where
population is projected to increase and parking demand remains high.

Note that Cambridge is already planning such an update for the Hespeler Core
Area Future Parking Needs Study.
Additional details are provided in Appendix K – Parking Management Report.
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6.6

Substandard Rights-of-Way

Substandard rights-of-way (ROW) are defined as roads with a public right-ofway of less than 16 metres, which is the City’s narrowest preferred corridor
width. This review identifies roads in Cambridge having a substandard ROW for
the current road function and identifies preliminary preferred treatments for
these roads. The road classification review performed as part of Moving
Cambridge, which is described in Section 5.1, did not change the recommended
road functions or classifications for rights-of-way identified as substandard.
Treatments developed for roads with a substandard ROW consider adjacent
streets, local conditions, and the City’s standard cross-sections.
This review builds on the Substandard ROW Study Draft Interim Report,
prepared by CIMA and AMEC in 2012, which describes potential cross-section
alternatives for corridors having substandard ROW. The report also includes a
detailed review of municipal policies and guidelines, outlining minimum and
preferred widths for a variety of road elements including travel lanes, parking
lanes, sidewalks, and boulevard space. The report did not, however, provide
specific recommendations for individual corridors.

Study Area
Most of the Cambridge roads having substandard ROW are located within the
three “community core areas” as designated in the Official Plan. The
recommendations are organized by core area, which are described as follows:


Hespeler Village – This area is primarily made up of low density
residential, with some higher density residential mixed with pockets of
retail/commercial and industrial uses.



Preston Towne Centre – This area is primarily made up of low
density residential, with small sections having retail/commercial and
industrial uses.



Downtown Cambridge – This area is primarily made up of
retail/commercial land uses, with low-, medium-, and high-density
residential.

A total of 169 road corridors with substandard ROW were identified and are
mapped in Exhibit 6.2.
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Exhibit 6.2: Map of Corridors with Substandard Right-of-Way

Hespeler
Village

Preston
Towne Centre

Galt City
Centre

Source: Cambridge Technology Services GIS Division
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Standard Cross-Sections
The Substandard ROW Study Draft Interim Report (2012) standardizes a
number of roadway elements and widths based on a background review of best
practices. These include standards published by the Transportation Association
of Canada (TAC) and the Ontario Traffic Manual (OTM), as well as practices
from other Canadian municipalities. Notably, these elements did not include
cycling facilities, so a supplemental review was undertaken and cycling facility
specifications (from OTM Book 18) were added to the list of elements:


Travel lanes;



Shared travel lanes with bike
sharrows;



Parking lanes;



Sidewalks;



Shared use, single-file travel
lanes;



Boulevard space;



Curbs & gutters; and



Dedicated bike
lanes;



Additional distance to
property line.

Based on combinations of these elements to fit different roadway widths, eight
standard cross-sections were defined in the Substandard ROW Study Draft
Interim Report. As part of Moving Cambridge, six more cross-sections were
developed to incorporate cycling facilities. These cross-sections maintain the
standard cross-section numbering while adding a letter to denote the type of
cycling facility incorporated:


“S” indicates inclusion of minimum width (4.0 metre) bike sharrows /
signed route;



“PS” indicates inclusion of preferred width (4.5 metre) bike sharrows /
signed route; and



“B” indicates inclusion of minimum width (1.5 metre) bike lanes.

It is important to note that adding cycling facilities to some standard crosssections was not possible, as these modifications would have exceeded a total
width of 16 metres. Accordingly, only modifications of four cross-sections were
prepared as shown in Exhibit 6.3.
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Exhibit 6.3: Standard Cross-Sections with Cycling Facilities

Source: Moving Cambridge Substandard Rights-of-Way Technical Review
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Findings and Recommendations
The purpose of the substandard right-of-way review was identify a preliminary
preferred treatment for all substandard corridors based adjacent streets and
facilities, the character of the corridor and neighbourhood, and long term plans
for the street per the City’s TMP. With a preliminary recommendation, the City
can initiate planning and discussions with the community when opportunities for
improvements arise. The City would typically time improvements to crosssections when road reconstruction is needed, or if needed to accommodate
developments or redevelopment of adjacent land.
Generally, sub-standard rights-of-way occur where there is narrow frontage
between building faces and the edge of the road, or where there are adjacent
environmental features, utilities, or properties. In some cases, the right-of-way is
wide enough to accommodate wider sidewalks in-line with standard cross
sections. However, there are many locations where the right-of-way is too
narrow to accommodate standard cross sections, therefore no changes are
possible without property acquisition.
There are some locations identified where the City could implement
improvements without significant negative impact to nearby properties, but
consultation with property owners would be required in many locations. For
example, a new sidewalk or cycling facility may fit within the existing ROW, but
adjacent property owners should still be consulted as to the desirability of the
new infrastructure.
It should also be noted that the trigger for implementing the cross section (or
starting consultation) is typically when the road needs full depth re-construction
or when redevelopment occurs. This trigger can often be years or decades away
for the corridors under study.
The complete set of substandard ROW recommendations is provided in
Appendix L – Substandard ROW Technical Review.

6.7

New Mobility

New mobility, which includes on-demand transportation services and automated
transportation technologies, is expected to transform the way people move by
2041. Some types of new mobility, such as carshare and ride-hailing, are
already available in Cambridge, so it is important that the City plans for these
services and technologies, and understands the risks and opportunities they
bring. Cambridge should also prepare for the arrival of Connected and
Automated Vehicles (CAVs) and the changes they may bring to the way people
make trips, where they travel, and how much they travel.
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This section describes the services and technologies that make up new mobility
and explores the implications of new mobility and CAVs, including ways to
leverage opportunities and mitigate potential risks. Policy directions for
Cambridge are also outlined, including ways that Cambridge can work together
with the Region of Waterloo to prepare for transportation changes.

New Transportation Options
New mobility includes a number of new and emerging transportation services,
such as transport network companies (TNCs), carshare, bikeshare, and microtransit. CAVs are another mobility technology that will influence how trips are
made in Cambridge. These vehicles may replace privately-owned cars, or be
used to provide automated versions of new mobility services (e.g. automated
ride-hailing or micro-transit).

Transport Network Companies
Transport network companies (TNCs) are companies that provide transportation
services through mobile (smartphone) applications. These applications connect
users looking for private transportation options with people using their personal
automobile to offer transportation service. TNCs facilitate the exchange of ridehailing services, and may also enable ride-sharing and ride-matching.
Ride-hailing services include any form of on-demand transportation, most
commonly involving the use of a mobile application to request and pay for a
private ride. These rides may be offered through a TNC or by private
transportation companies (e.g. taxi, limousine). Ride-hailing can also include
ride-sharing or ride-matching, where users will share part or all of their trip with
others making a similar trip. TNCs can offer these shared ride services through
the same mobile platforms as ride-hailing.

Carshare and Bikeshare
Both carshare and bikeshare are membershipbased services that provide short-term, selfserve vehicle or bicycle rentals. These rentals
may be pay-per-use (generally for carshare) or
offer monthly or annual memberships for
unlimited use (generally for bikeshare). Carshare
services provide users with the benefits of a
private vehicle without the high costs associated with car ownership. Bikeshare
services provide users with similar on-demand benefits, but are generally
intended for making shorter trips. These services can be either be dock-based,
such as Toronto Bike Share, or dockless, such as the SoBi program in Hamilton.
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Micro-Transit
Micro-transit is a public or
private transit service offering
fixed or dynamic routes and
schedules based on demand.
These services include
commuter shuttles that
operate based on demand, as
well as ride-sharing services. Often, micro-transit is used to provide first mile/last
mile connections to traditional public transit, bridging the gap between the
nearest transit stop and a user’s origin or destination.
In the Region of Waterloo, Grand River Transit is operating pilot projects using
micro-transit to serve areas where fixed-route transit is not cost-effective or
feasible. These projects are testing community buses in Trinity Village/Freeport
Campus, subsidized taxis in Hespeler Village, and ridesharing in Northwest
Waterloo.

Connected and Automated Vehicles
Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAVs) incorporate advanced technologies
that allow vehicles to interact with their environment and take over some or all
driving tasks. The goal of these vehicles is to improve safety, increase
transportation efficiency, and reduce human inputs to driving and navigation by
combining wireless connectivity with automation. Connectivity enables vehicles
to exchange information with infrastructure (traffic lights, variable message
signs), mobile devices, and other vehicles to optimize their function, safety, and
performance. Automation allows vehicles to take over some to all parts of the
driving task by sensing the road environment around them and making driving
decisions (e.g. where to turn, when to brake). There are five levels of vehicle
automation depending on the level of human input required, with Level 1
requiring the most human control and Level 5 requiring no human control.
Some vehicles today have automated features, such as self-parking, adaptive
cruise control, lane departure warnings, or collision avoidance. These would be
considered Level 2 AVs, which still require a human to operate the vehicle in
most situations. A Level 5 AV would be considered completely driverless and
can assume all operations without human input – such a vehicle may not even
have a steering wheel or pedals. Level 5 AVs are expected to first enter the
market around 2021 and gradually gain use and popularity through 2041.
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Impacts of New Mobility
The introduction and growth of new mobility services is expected to lead to an
interesting change in transportation: the emergence of the multi-modal user
(Exhibit 6.4). Currently, most travellers are single-mode users who rely on one
primary mode of transportation, which they may occasionally supplement with
other modes. Single-mode travellers may drive a car for most trips and take a
taxi for a night out with friends, or rely exclusively on public transit for all travel.
These behaviours are quickly changing with the wide scale adoption of
smartphone technology, internet access, and the emergence of TNCs. With
these technologies, multi-modal users will emerge as travel can be made using
a variety of transportation services as opposed to owning private automobiles.
Trips may then be made using any one of several modes that best suit the
individual’s needs, leveraging new mobility options and the willingness of multimodal users to share rides, or vehicles. In fact, travellers are already beginning
to use ridesharing and carshare to travel in Cambridge.
Exhibit 6.4: The Single-Mode User versus the Multi-Modal User

In addition to the impacts of new mobility services on their own, these services
may leverage CAVs once they enter the market and further change
transportation in Cambridge. Ride-hailing and ride-sharing services using CAVs
would no longer need human drivers, lowering transportation costs while
providing the opportunity for dynamically-routed, on-demand rides. Public transit
and micro-transit providers may also be able to use driverless buses, minibuses, or shuttles to reduce the cost of providing transit and offer automated,
demand-responsive transit. These services may also reduce the number of
private automobile trips, which in turn reduces traffic congestion and may allow
for the repurposing of parking lots and other automobile infrastructure.
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The introduction of CAVs as private or shared vehicles could also bring risks to
the transportation system. The availability of door-to-door service could draw
riders away from public transit, while automated vehicles could add to traffic
congestion and pollution when they make empty trips after dropping off their
riders. The ease of commuting may also encourage suburban sprawl, leading to
inefficient land use and longer commutes. These potential risks associated with
CAVs are presented in Exhibit 6.5. It is important the City monitor the status of
these new technologies and work with the Region and Province to prepare for
their introduction, so to avoid these potential risks and to instead realize their
possible benefits as presented in Exhibit 6.6.

Policy Directions for Cambridge
Given the range of potential outcomes related to the introduction of new mobility
options and CAVs, it is important that Cambridge monitors developments related
to these technologies. Cambridge should consider regulating new technologies,
such as ride-hailing apps and automated vehicles, to encourage positive
outcomes (e.g. increase ride sharing) while limiting negative outcomes (e.g.
increased auto dependency).
To prepare for these changes, the City should support the actions of the Region
of Waterloo as outlined in Moving Forward, the Region’s TMP, by taking the
following complimentary actions:
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Assign a city staff member to be part of the Region’s New
Mobility/CAV Taskforce and to monitor the progress of emerging
transportation technologies and services; and



Review municipal parking standards, introduce requirements to
encourage the installation of electric vehicle charging, and develop
future-proofing design guidelines for new parking structures.
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Exhibit 6.5: Risks of New Mobility and CAVs – Inefficient Transportation System

Exhibit 6.6: Opportunities with New Mobility and CAVs – Integrated Transportation System
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7

Implementation and Monitoring

The network improvements and supporting strategies that comprise Moving
Cambridge cover a range of investment priorities and policy directions for the
City to pursue over the coming years. In this section, the recommendations from
Moving Cambridge are summarized in an action plan, including details about the
proposed timing and cost impacts for each initiative. This is followed by a
discussion of the cost impacts of the TMP, a review of how the TMP’s initiatives
may be coordinated with the regional and provincial governments, and important
guidance regarding the regular reviews required to keep Moving Cambridge upto-date.

7.1

Action Plan

The set of recommendations for Moving Cambridge, which come from the
transportation network plans in Section 5 and the supporting strategies in
Section 6, were summarized into an action plan detailed in this section. The
action plan consists of a list of the recommendations, specifying the proposed
timing of specific initiatives while also describing the required
partners/coordination, approximate level of effort, and approximate cost impact
for each initiative. The action items for the network plans are presented in
Exhibit 7.1, while the action items for the supporting strategies are presented in
Exhibit 7.2.
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Exhibit 7.1: Action Items for the Network Plans

2031-2041

2025-2030

Initiative

2019-2024

Timing

Partners

Level of
Effort

Cost
Impact

High

High

Medium

(Region)

Low

Low

Medium

Low

High

(Region)

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

(Region)

Medium

(Region)

High

(Province)

High

Medium

5.1 Road Network
Implement strategic collector road
improvements



Support the Region’s arterial road program

   Region

5.2 Goods Movement
Ensure truck route consistency and connectivity
Reduce truck traffic in Downtown Cambridge
Support the Region’s planned by-pass route

Region, MTO

   Region
  Region

5.3 Active Transportation

Support rapid transit

Region

  Region
  Region, MTO
  Region
   GRT

Integrate with neighbouring municipalities and
Region

   Region, MTO

Identify gaps in the current network
Complete the trail spine
Overcome barriers
Serve new development areas

5.4 Public Transit
Support Stage 2 of ION Rapid Transit
Support the GRT five-year plan
Work with Metrolinx to improve GO service
Plan for a new multi-modal transit terminal
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Exhibit 7.2: Action Items for the Supporting Strategies

Ongoing

Initiative

Short-Term

Timing

Partners

Level
of
Effort

Cost
Impact

Medium

Low

6.1 Traffic Safety
Update current standards and consider innovative
treatments
Emphasize monitoring and proactive steps
Work with the Region on enforcement and technologies
Integrate safety into other City operations to identify
opportunities for sharing resources






Medium Medium
Region

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

6.2 Traffic Calming
Continue to work with neighbourhoods that request traffic
calming



Residents

Medium

Low

Implement ‘soft calming’ measures first, and physical
measures where warranted



Emergency
Services

Medium

Low

Region

Medium Medium

6.3 Cycling Maintenance and Operations

Use mobile technology to document deficiencies, submit
maintenance requests, and monitor conditions





Include bikeways in the seasonal maintenance program
(plowing, sanding/salting, and sweeping debris)



Region

Trim trees and other vegetation regularly to maintain clear,
safe, and visible trails/paths



Region

Improve monitoring of trail surfaces, waste bins, and
signage
Work to reduce time to resolve problems
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Exhibit 7.2: Action Items for the Supporting Strategies continued

Ongoing

Initiative

Short-Term

Timing

Partners

Level
of
Effort

Cost
Impact

6.4 Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
Allocate staff to manage and support TDM programs, and
to promote and monitor active transportation use



Continue to support TravelWise, and expand programs to
neighbourhoods and schools




Integrate TDM into development planning and approvals
Work with GRT and the Region to develop and promote
services, and participate in the Region's proposed TDM
working group
Include walking and cycling infrastructure at transit stations
and stops
Redesign the City’s TDM website





Medium Medium
TravelWise,
Residents

GRT, Region

GRT

High

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Medium Medium

6.5 Core Area Parking

Support reduced parking minimums for developments in
intensification areas





Monitor parking demand and utilization, and manage the
supply of parking to avoid oversupply



Region

Undertake a follow-up detailed parking study
Replace free 2-hour parking with paid parking

High

Medium

Region

Low

Medium

Devlopment
Planning

Low

Low

Medium

Low

6.6 Core Area Rights-of-Way
Use updated cross-sections, which now include cycling
facilities



Property, utility and environmental constraints may require
consultation



Continue to work with community on resolving substandard rights-of-way




Time cross-section improvements with road re-construction
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High

High

Residents

High

Medium

High
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Exhibit 7.2: Action Items for the Supporting Strategies continued

Initiative

Ongoing

Short-Term

Timing

Partners

Level
of
Effort

Cost
Impact

Medium

High

High

Medium

Medium

Low

6.7 Downtown Traffic
Make intersection improvements at Park Hill Road E &
Ainslie Street N



Region

Increase enforcement of traffic and parking violations



Waterloo Regional
Police Service

Leverage the new South Boundary Corridor (first section of
Region’s proposed truck bypass route) to divert trucks and
through traffic



Region, MTO

6.8 New Mobility
Monitor developments such as emerging services and pilot
projects



Medium

Low

Consider regulating new technologies to encourage
positive outcomes



High

Low

Assign a staff member to be part of the Region of
Waterloo’s CAV/New Mobility working group





Support electric vehicle charging infrastructure
Future-proof design guidelines for new parking structures

7.2

Region

Medium Medium
Medium Medium

Region

High

Low

Funding Requirements

The approach and methodology used to develop Moving Cambridge was
designed to support cost-effective decision making for projects related to all
modes of transportation. Moving Cambridge also takes steps to meet
sustainability targets and reduce transportation infrastructure requirements over
the long term. Overall, the directions under which the plan was developed lend
to certain cost-saving measures. Encouraging a shift to walking, cycling and
transit use, one of the main objectives, decreases traffic congestion and future
demand for roads. This allows for several expensive road widening projects to
be deferred to later planning horizons or avoided altogether, resulting in a more
affordable plan.
Capital costs associated with this plan are largely attributed to the road network
plan, which recommended required road widenings and intersection
improvements in short-term, medium-term, and long-term planning horizons.
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Total capital costs for road expansion under each horizon are summarized in
Exhibit 7.3. Note that the upcoming updated Bikeway Network Master Plan will
detail further funding requirements associated with cycling facilities, outside of
what is accounted for in the road cost estimates.
Exhibit 7.3: Road Capital Costs by Planning Horizon

Expanding the transportation network also results in increases in operating
costs. For example, expanding the City’s road and active transportation
networks requires additional road works to maintain these facilities, including
snow clearing, salting/sanding, road sweeping, and repairs. Expanding the
transit network also comes with increased capital costs (e.g. fleet expansion)
and operating costs (e.g. bus maintenance, servicing, and cleaning); however,
public transit in Cambridge falls under regional jurisdiction.

7.3

Coordination with the Region and Province

Because different infrastructure and services in Cambridge fall under the
jurisdiction of different government levels, as summarized in Exhibit 7.4,
coordination with the Region and Province is critical to the success of the plan.
The City will work with the Region and Province on the transportation network
improvements and supporting strategies that are outside of the City’s
jurisdiction, so that the needs and recommendations identified in this plan are
captured in regional/provincial plans and legislature.
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Exhibit 7.4: Responsibilities of the City, Region, and Province

Collector and local
roads
City trails, parks
Local planning,
building
developments
Parking bylaws,
regulations

Arterial roads

Provincial Highways

Grand River Transit
(GRT)

GO Transit/ Metrolinx

Waterloo Regional
Airport

Healthcare

Police and
emergency services

Fire department

Public health and
social services

Commerce, economic
development

Water and
wastewater

7.4

Provincial Police
Education

Review and Updating

Moving Cambridge is a living document that requires review and update to
adapt to changing conditions, ensuring that it meets the transportation needs of
the City of Cambridge, the Region of Waterloo, and the province. Also, changing
community expectations or growth and development patterns can necessitate a
review of the Plan’s primary recommendations, for example involving roadway
and intersection capacity enhancements or adjustments. This should be done
every five years starting with the City’s next mandatory review of its Official
Plan, and should also include an update to the City’s capital plan to account for
recommended improvements.
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